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'That old and true lnethod of natural history-observa- 
tion-must evcr have a large share in the study of living 
things. Observation, experirrlent and reflexion are three in 
one. Together they are omnipotent, disjoined they become 
impotent fetishes. The  biology of today, as we are be- 
ginning to realize, has not too much laboratory, but too 
little of living nature. 
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PAPER WASPS of the genus Polistes (Vcspidae, Polistinae) are social insects. 
They live in colonies having one egg-laying female (queen) and a number 
of workers which care for the queen's brood but do  not oviposit. Colonies 
are founded by one or a few females and rarely last more than a year, even 
in the tropics. Therc are no known consistent morphological differenccs 
between queens and workers like those found in various ants, bees ancl 
termites. 
Polistine wasps are ol special interes~ to students of behavioral cvolutioll 
because they are uniquely well suited for comparative study likely to 
provide insights into the nature and origins of animal sociality in general. 
Wasps h,lvc the comljac t litc cycles cllaincte~ i5tic of rnost insccts, nnd ,lie 
therefore more amenable than are social vertebates to comprehensive 
studies ol behavior. Vespoid wasps range in degree ol sociality from the 
solitary Eumenidae to the highly social Vespinae (ycllow jackets and 
hornets), providing ainple comparative material within a single super- 
lamily. Among the vespids, Polistes has been called a "key genus" for 
understanding the evolution ol sociality (Evans, 1958). I t  is represented by 
more than 150 species living in both tropical and temperate zones and 
exhibiting varied lorms of colony organi~ation intermediate between those 
of subsocial species (in which one or both parents care for their own young) 
and highly social ones (having a morphologically distinct sterile caste). The  
small, open (unenvelopecl) nests of Polistes make it possible to view the 
entire society simultaneously and to mark individuals for identification 
without disruption ol normal activit~. No 5ocial vcrtcb~ate ancl lew othel 
social insects can be observed in nature with such convenience. 
This report describes thc nature ancl functions of social behavior in 
polistine wasps primarily by comparing a temperate zone species, Polistes 
l ~ ~ s c n l u s  (Fabricius), the common brown paper wasp ol: North America, 
with a predominantly tropical relative, Polistes canadensis (Linnaeus). 
Colonies of both species were observed during all stages of the colony cycle 
from nest initiation to abandonment. Extensive marking made it possible 
to record the functions and interactions of particular individuals, and long- - 
term observations of undisturbed colonies provided information on the 
sequence of changes in colony composition and behavior. 
Although about two-thirds of the approximately 160 recogni~ed Polistes 
species live in the tropics, only two or three tropical species have been 
studied biologically. Generali7ations about polistinc social life are basecl 
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chiefly on investigations of a European wasp, Polistes gallicus (Linnaeus), 
and four species observed by Rau (1929) in Missouri. The  only previous 
long-continued, intensive study of marked wasps in nature was carried out 
by Pardi (1942), who watched five colonies ol P. gnllicus almost daily fiom 
time of nest initiation to emergence of the first brood. Recent experimental 
investigations have focused on particular aspects of polistine biology, 
including caste determination (Deleurance, 1952a), nest building (Deleul- 
ance, 1948~1, 1957), brood abortion (Deleurance, 1955) and dominance 
interactions (Pardi, 1946-48a; Deleurance, 1950; Pardi and Cavalcanti, 
1951), and control of oviposition (Gervet, 196413). 
T h e  most extensive previous behavioral study of tropical Polistes was that 
01 liau (1933), who observed various tropical bees and wasps, including 
P. canadensis and P. versicolor Olivier, for five weeks in Panama. Frag- 
mentary observations of tlopical Polistinae are mentioned by Hamilton 
(1964b), Kirkpatrick (1957), Roubaud (191 G), and Zikin (1951). Other non- 
taxonomic literature on tropical Polzslcs clealc with nest form (e.g., Bertoni, 
1912) and sire and composition of collected colonies (Richards and 
Richards, 195 1). Richards and Richards (195 1) summarized the impression 
given by these studies: "Biologically, the S. American species of Polistes are 
not very different from those of temperate countries, except that colonies are 
often founded by swarms rather than by single fertilised females" (p. 3). 
The  observations reported here show that there are important behavioral 
differences between temperate-zone and tropical Polistes species. They also 
provide new data on (1) the nature and functions of interactions involving 
dominance, and (2) the individual histories, manners of determination, and 
reproductive roles of queens and workers. Emphasis is placed on information 
relating to the evolution of social life in wasps and of general interest to the 
study of animal societies. 
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TAXONOMY AND DISTRIBUTION 
T h e  Polistes fzlscat~ls ol this stl~cly is the typical lorm, P. fuscatus fzlscatzrs 
(Fabricius). P. l~lscntzrc and allied species (the "fuscaizu group" of Bohart, 
1949) have the noi-theinmos~ range ol any American Polistes, ranging as 
iar north as Chilcotin, British Colu~llbia (52" N. latitude) and south 
to Honduras, b11t bcing absent from continental South America (Bequaei t, 
1940). 
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P. canadcn~zr, on the other l ~ ~ ~ u d ,  has a range centerecl in the tropics, with 
its northernmost iepresentatives in the southwesletn United States (Bohart, 
1949). The  populations observecl in this study were of two color varieties; 
they were identified by Karl V. Klombein, U.S. National Museum, Wash- 
ington, D.C., as P. canadensis eythrocephalzw Latreille, found in the highly 
cultivated Cauca River Valley near Cali, Colombia (called "dry tropical 
forest" by Espinal and Montenego, 1963), and P. cn77adr7zsis infuscatus 
Lepeletier, found at 400 meters elevation in the densely forested Cordillera 
Occidental of the Ancles directly west of Cali (an area called "very humid 
tropical forest" by Espinal ancl Montenegro, 1963). When the taxonomy 
of the forms p~esen tly called canadensis is better understood these subspecies 
may prove to be distinct species, as did the North American "subspecies" 
c17znztla7-1c 1,innaeus. Sn this connection it may prove of interest that the 
vertical, planar combs of P. c a ~ z a d e ~ ~ s i s  i~~fzrscatus diffeied consistently from 
the comhc ol P. C ~ I ~ ( I ~ P ~ S ~ S  ery1111 ocephalilr, which were somewhat horizontal 
and had concave upper surfaces dne to divergence of the cell sides. 
Althougl~ there are few marked structural cIiRerences amon? Polistes 
~pecies, P. canade~lsis and P. fzhscatus represent contrasting forms within the 
genuy. Bequaelt (1940) placed them at opposite end5 of his key to the four 
"structui a1 species" of North Arneric'ln Poliste~,  now considered four species 
groups (Bohar~, 1949). Earlier, Bequaert (1918) noted that canadensis and 
l~iscatzis represent extlemes among Polistes of the world with regard to the 
general shape of the abdomen, a character which had been used by H. de 
Saussure to separate the species into natural groups. This suggests that the 
evolutionary lines represented by the two species of this study diverged 
lelatively early in the history of the genus. Therefore, differences seemingly 
related to the contrasting climatic conditions in ~vhich the species are 
presently found might also be due to other factors in the different phylo- 
genetic histories of the two species. 
METHODS OF OBSERVATION 
This report is based primarily on field observations of marked wasps on 
~lnmanipulated nests. Forty-seven colonies containing marked individuals 
were observecl for a total of 435 hours. Of these hours, 385 were spent 
watching two or mole colonies simultaneously. Additional field data were 
provided by holm devoted to photography, collecting, and observation of 
wasps away from the nests. 
Colonies were observed at their nntnral sites, on man-made structures 
(inclucling buildings, tombstones, and an abandoned minc entrance). Each 
obqervation colony is identified in the text by a letter denoting its 
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locality ancl a number distinguishing it from other colonies at that site. 
For example, R3S identifies colony 38 at locality B. I observed P. fuscatzls 
at localities A through S, located near Ann Arbor in southeastern Michigan 
(11ZoN. latitude), and P. ca~zndensis at localities T through Z, located near 
Cali in west central Colombia (4ON. latitude. P. canadensis infuscatus was 
found only at locality U (25 miles west of Cali), where P. canadensis 
eryihrocephalus was absent. Precise locations of the sites are given by West, 
1967a (Appendix). 
The  following classiGcatioi~ of colony stages in terms of nest contents was 
used to indicate relative age and probable adult composition of observation 
colonies: 
Pre-cnicr-gcntr. Period from neyt initiation to cmergente of thc first adult. 
Nest has no vacated pupal ce11~. 
Limrr~rncc-rnTnrge~,le17t. Period fiorn the emergence of the first adult to the 
beginning ol brood decline. Nest has shallow peripheral (new) cells con- 
taining eggs, and vacated pupal cells containing second brood. 
Post-rnlargcment. No further new cell addition, a5 indicated by the 
absence of shallow egg-containing peripheral cells. Vacated pupal cells 
remain empty. Therc is an increasing number of empty cell3 and few eggs. 
The  lenlales of a colony will be clcsignated as follows: 
Quec~l .  The  primary (~~sually the only) egg-layer. 
Worker.  A female offspring of the qneen which foraged during its recorded 
history on a nest. 
Non-zuorhcr. An offspring feniale which did not forage during its recorded 
history on a nest. 
"Forage" means "brings loads to the nest." 
Inclivicluals were marked with motlel airplane paint without anaesthetiza- 
tion or removal from the nest, in order to minimbe disruption of the colony. 
Movement of wasps as they were marked produced uselul variety in the 
s i ~ e  and position oE marks, anti locomotion and grooming kept paint from 
adhering to joints. In  a lew cases, carbon dioxide was used as an anaesthetic 
for whole colonies, but colonies used for long-term observations were not 
anaesthctired. 
Nest maps showing the position and contents of each cell on each 
observation day provided a record of nest growth and colony composition, 
as well as indicating the dates of hatching, pupation and emergence for 
indivicluals of the brood. In this study individuals are called "pupae" 
if they arc within a cell capped by the top of the silken cocoon spun by 
;I matnre larva, 
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A continuously-~ecording Bristol humidothermograph monitored tem- 
perature and lelative humidity within ten feet of observation colonies at 
localities B and W. "Mean daily temperaturcs" used in the text are averaged 
daily means recorded at a U.S. Weather Buieau station seven miles southeast 
of locality R. 1,owest night-time temperatures (those least likely to be affected 
by differences in position and shelter of recording instruments) recorded 8 
July-30 September at locality B showed a high correlation (r = 0.99; N = 29) 
with the station records. 
Two sets of observations spanned the colony cycles of P. fzrstatus and 1'. 
canadens i~  from nest initiation to abandonment: 
1 .  Pre-emergence colonies were observed for P. fuscatzis at locality I3 
(1 1 colonies) during the period 8 May-25 June 1965, and for P. canadensis 
at locality V (12 coIonies) during the period 6 March-4 April 1965. 
2. Four colonies were observed at one to two day intervals from before 
adult erncrgente until natural colony decline as follows: colony B38 
(P. f ~ ~ s t a t u s ) ,  17 June-18 September 1964; colonies W2, W3, W5 (P. 
ranadensis), 20 November 1964-26 April 1965. On each observation day 
colonies were watched for at least one hour. Nest maps were made, newly- 
emerged individuals marked, and all marked individuals and their activi- 
ties listed. 
In addition I h'lve obsci\etl pi c-nest-founding and nest-louncling behaviol 
o L  several Pol~~ tc r  species in the sonthwestern United States: P. flavus 
C~ccjon, P. major Beauvois, and P. ranadensis navajoe Cresson near Portal, 
Ari;lona; ancl P. nnnz~laris  Linnaeus, P. r~xclarnans Viereck, P. rnctriczrs Say 
and P. rz~big inos~ts  Lepeleticl ncar Willis, Oklahoma. 
I-Iigh-speed motion pictures and still photographs supplemented written 
field notes in the analysis of rapid move~nents sucli as those involved in 
mating and construction behavior. T h e  photographs which accompany thc 
text weie taken with a 35 min single-lens reflex camera fitted with bellows, 
135 mm lens, and electronic ring-strobe. 
All dissections lvcie of freshly-killed specimens. Number of oocytes 
present in the o v ~ i y  was estimated by counting the number of bulges visible 
in the ovarioles at ,I magnification of 19X. This number was then dividetl 
by two, evely othei "bulge" being a group oE nurse cells (Immq, 1964). 
socr11L INI~ERAC:'TIONS AMONG POI~ISTINE FEMAI,ES 
INTFKACTIONS 1NVOI.VING DOMINANCE 
DOMINANCE AND S I J U O K I ) I N A N C T . - ~ ) O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C  behavior in both spccies ol 
[his study is like that clesclibed by Pardi (1948a) in the European wasp, 
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Polistes galliczrs: Dominant individuals move toward subordinates, anten- 
nate them vigorously, sometimes bite along the thorax, abdomen and 
wings, and llolcl the head erect when offering drops of liquid. Subordinate 
individuals turn away from dominants or become immobile in their pre- 
scnce, and sometimes offer drops with the head heltl low. 
Pardi (1946, 1948a) clemonst~ated that a linear dominance hierarchy 
foims among the foundresses (females present during the pre-emergence 
period) and, later, the workers of a colony, ancl that there is a correlation 
between dominance order and ovarian development: dominant individuals 
generally have larger ovaries than do females ranking below them in a 
hie~archy. This conclusion is supported by the work of Gervet (1962, 1964a) 
on P. gallzc~rs. I have obse~ved dominance hierarchies among foundresses 
in P. f~ l scn t~u ,  P. canadensis, P. jlauus and P. a~znularis, as have Morimoto 
(1960, 1961a, 196lb) in P. chinensis antennalis Perez and Yoshikawa (1963a) 
in P. fad~uigae Dalla Torre. T h e  latter author noted that the most dominant 
worker becomes the primary egg-layer following queen removal. Similarly, 
I have observed in P. cnnadensis that the most agLgressive contender among 
females on a nest following queen removal begins laying eggs; and in 
P. fzrscatus that the highest ranking females in a hierarchy on a newly 
founded nest we1 e the only egg-layers (see "Foundress Associations," p. 25). 
These observations indicate that Pardi's conclusions regarding dominance 
ancl ovaiy sile in P. gallicus apply to other Polistes species. 
I t  is possible to distinguish dominants from subordinates and to predict 
the outcome of encounteic simply by comparing the postures of the two 
individuals: the higher is dominant (Figure 1). "Equals" rise simultaneously 
higher ancl higher from the substrate, with increasingly violent antenna1 
clashing ancl, finally, biting and stinging. This sometimes results in a "falling 
fight" in which grappling females lose their foothold on the nest and fall 
to the ground. 
Fighting seldom results in obvious injuries, but I once saw a female fatally 
injurcd in a fight. Although the nature of the injury was unknown, she lay 
on her back with legs twitching and was thereafter unable to walk or fly. 
Usually, however, one of the encountering individuals acts subordinate and 
the interaction cnds without a fight. 
Dominance relations affect the positions oE fcmales on the nest (Pardi, 
1948a). On pre-emergence nest W4 (P. canadensis, 1 Detembcr 1964) the 
clominant female usually sat on the nest face, tllc sccond-ranking female on 
llle cop near the pedicel, ancl the third-ranking female off the nest. This 
spacing was maintained because each time a subordinate moved toward 
\he ne$c f ; ~ c  she was attacked by a higher-ranking female and retreated. 
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FIG. 1. 1)ominancc and subortlinnncc (P. ftrscntus). Thc posture of thc waq) on tlic right 
-11cat1, I)oclv 2nd antennae low-charncteri7cs subortlinntc l~chavior; the clcvatcd position of 
tlie wasp on tlic left is characteristic of dominancc. Lcg biting (sllo~r-n Iicrc) is n comnlon 
form of st rong dominnncc. 
O n  mature nests tlle samc plicnomenon typically keeps ~vorkcrs pacccl about 
the ncst facc and might thus increase the effectiveness of colony dcfense. 
On P. fir.~ccctzls nest R38 I noted during Aligl~st (after disappcarance of the 
clueen) t l i ; ~  t \pacing IV;IS 11iain tainccl not 1))' direct doniinancc cncoun terc 
Il~it  1)). \omc intli\.itlunls r l ;~ l - t  ing at apl>l-o;~cliing nc5tiiiate\ from gi~ren po\i- 
tions on thc nest. I first noticed this seemingly ten-itorial bcha~ io r  ~v h i 1 e 
~111otog1-al~Iiing a rvoi-kc]- on which I hat1 focriccd so that her length fillecl 
the c;lrncra's field. T h e  ~vorkcr repeatedly made swilt darts out of thc 
field tou~artl other wasps, tlirn returned to thc ~~rcc i se  pot whcrc she had 
1,ccn hcfol-c. Further obccr~.ation showetl that workers (lo not occupy the 
same positions fro111 day t o  tla!., and do  not rcstrict their brood-care activitieq 
to an!. onc rcgion of the ncst. 
OFFFRISC, AND SOLICITATIOS .\XIOSG A e i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . - ~ ? 7 h e n  a latlcn foragcr rc- 
turns to the nest she fi-equcntlv shares ller load of pulp, solid food, or nectar 
~\.itIi one ol more ne\tnl;~tc\. ~ ' 1 1 0  iii;~): in t111.n I-c-tli~.i<le portions ~vitll otllel. 
inclividrials. Transfer of rcgul-gitatecl liqriidc (and, less often, solids) fre- 
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quently involves antcnnation by the solicitor, whose antennae stroke those 
01 the laden wasp near the head, alternately from above and below. During 
the tlansrel the receiving w,~sp ("solici~or") usually bellnves as a dominant 
(active ancl stancling high from the nest surface) whereas the offering (laden) 
wasp acts subordinate (immobile and with relatively low posture). Pardi 
(1948a) noted that transfer of regurgitated fluids proceeds from subordinate 
to dominant individual in P. gallicus; Morimoto (1960) observed the same 
effect of doininance in transfer of solid food. 
As noted by Morimoto (1960) solid-load transfer often occurs without 
bodily contact. The  two individuals simply stand face-to-face chewing at 
the load from opposite sides u n ~ i l  it is divided and thcy scparatc. In some 
cases the solicitor behaves aggressively and sei7es the entire load. 
Keturning foiagers may initiate load transfer rather than beginning to 
build or feed larvae when they reach the nest. They stand with head 
raised and the load held in the mouthparts, turning toward passing individ- 
uals. I have seen a P. Jr~scatus worker thrust a load of food inaterial at an 
unresponding nestinate with such lorcc that bits of the load stuck to the 
associate's lace. In  contrast to the posture of a laden wasp during transfer, 
which is that of a subordinate, an offcring wasp raises its head and body 
to the height of the indiviclual i t  is approaching. In this respect offering 
behavior resembles a dominance interaction between equals. Since equals 
interact more frequently than do individuals more widely separated in the 
clominance ranking (sce Pardi, 1948a; Morimoto, 1961b), this posture may 
stimulate aggressive behavior (solicitation) in an approaclled individual. 
The  communicative significance of the posture and approach of a wasp 
returning to the nest is especially evident in post-enlargement colonies 
having a large population of idle adults and few foragels. Wasps (laclcn 
or unladen) which land in thc middle 01 the nest are Erequently mobbed by 
soliciting adults, whereas individuals which land on the side and/or remain 
low upon landing avoid interaction with ncstmates. Males and unladen 
females sometimes scurry with head and body low to the nest top, thus 
avoiding contacL with solicitors and conserving the contents of their crop. 
A ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ - w ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ . - A b d o m e n - w a g g i n g  is a movement performed most 
frequently and energetically by queens, and occasionally by other females 
ranking hig11 in the dominance hierarchy. T h e  abdomen is pressed against 
thc nest surface and moved back and forth producing an audible vibration 
of thc nest. This movement is particularly associated with the increases 
in aggressiveness, activity, and solicitation which often precedes egg laying. 
I t  is perlormed at different rates at different times from a sluggish stroking 
by the abdomen oi a walking wasp to a strong, rapid, and violent shaking 
of the whole body by a wasp standing in one place. Strong abdomen-wagging 
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often follows an aggressive encounter between a queen and a high-ranking 
subordinate, e.g. another egg-laying co-foundress on a pre-emergence nest; 
and it sometimes evokes an abdomen-wagging "answer" from an associate. 
This signal is most conspicuous during the pre-emergence period or after 
queen disappearance-when there is dominance and/or egg-laying competi- 
tion among lemales. 
Abdomen-wagging occurs in every Yolistes species I have observed at the 
nest-fuscatus, canadensis, /lavz~s, annularis, and exclama~zs. In P. annzrlaris 
it is very vigorous ancl produces a sharp nest vibration heard several feet 
away. In P. Jzrscalus and P. flauz~s abdomen-wagging is generally slower 
and the sound softer. 
Morimoto (1961a) noted abdomen-wagging in dominant females of 
P. chinensis and also considered i t  a signal because subordinates avoid 
individuals doing i t  and "sometimes leave the nest in response" (p. 242).l 
I-Ie also saw an abdomen-lifting motion characteristic of the queen and 
speculated that it might be the means by which nestmates recognize queens. 
Pardi (1942, p. 27) notecl that the cell inspections by P. gallicus workers 
dispensing food to larvae are accompanied by "scondinzolamento" (tail- 
wagging), and compared this to the abdomen-wagging in the "dance" per- 
formecl by honeybee foragers upon return to the hive (Von Frisch, 1961). 
Mr. Robert L. Jeanne has brought to my attention the observation of 
Van der Vecht (1965, p. 441) that "In many social wasps there is a inore or 
less distinctly delimited nonsclerotizecl area at the anterior margin of the 
sixth gastral sternite which may be a scent-producing organ of importance 
to social life." Mr. Jeanne has examined sterna of various wasps, including 
P. J~rscatus ancl P. canadensis, and finds a glandular structure in the region 
mentioned by Van der Vecht; similar sternal glands have been described 
lor various Vespinae (Rordas, 1908; Hammad, 1966). I t  is possible that a 
secretion of this gland is applied to the nest surface during "abdomen- 
wagging," and thus that the motion has some chemical communicative 
function. 
NESTMATE ~ < E c o G N I T I o N . - ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ v ; I ~ ~ o ~ ~  of marked adults indicate that 
colony residents identify non-resident wasps in at least two ways: by their 
manner of approach to the nest (notecl by Hamilton, 1964b), and by their 
dominance behavior. 
Resident wasps usually fly swiftly and directly to the nest. However, non- 
residents frequently approach slowly or hover nearby without landing. 
Resident wasps respond to a hesitating approach by coming to the edge of 
the nest where they face the intruder with raised (aggressive) posture, 
1 Dr. R. Matsuda kindly translated portions of this paper written in Japanese. 
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waving the front legs in the air in a characteristic pre-flight manner, and 
someiimes buyling the wings. Sometimes an alert resident leaves the nest 
to attack a sluggish approacher. 
Appro'lch behavior is the iecognition cue rather than some other 
cliai acterisiic of the individual, as shown by ''1 ecognition mistakes" involv- 
ing the attack on known (marked) nestmates. Foragels returning to the 
nest with unusually large food loads or abdomens distended with water 
ily sluggishly ant1 sometimes approach the nests several times before gaining 
the momentum necessary to maneuver while landing. An extreme example 
ol thiq was a heavily-laden worker of colony V5 which flew in pendulum- 
llke arcs toward and away from the nest, landing at various points on the 
wall near the nest before gaining enough speed in the proper direction to 
lancl. This and other observed such approaches by nestmates evokecl the 
same kind of agg~ession as that directecl at non-residents. 
Resident females usually antennate or contact mouth-to-mouth females 
which l'tnd on the nest. If neither acts subordinate, a fight ensues which 
may result in one individual leaving tlle nest. Such fights are conspicuous 
in PIC-emergence associations: female? become resiclents only when domi- 
nance conflict is absent (see Foundress Associations," p. 25). One instance 
oE tonllict prior to joining involved a transient female (No. 18) and the 
nlost suboiclinate resident ot nest B18 (No. 15). No. 18 iepeatedly approachecl 
the nest and fought with No. 15 for ~llore than a week before becoming 
resident there as a subordinate to the latter. There was no  evidence of 
dominance conflict with the five other nest residents, presumably because 
No. 18 was subordinate to them (being similar in lank, and hence in conflict 
with, lowest ranking No. 15). Thus dominance lel,ttions with residents arc 
a "recognition" factor in the decision to accept or repel an app~oacher. 
Rau (1939) had the impression that tllerc is nestmate recognition by 
colony oclor, and Paidi (1947) hypothesi/ed that odor plays a role in 
individual recognition among associates as well as in discrimination between 
nestmates and non-nestmates, since in both cases some differential reactions 
do not seem to involve clominrtncc cues. I have noticccl that returning 
loragers sometimes walk directly to the queen, bypassing other ncstmates, 
and offer solid malerial without solicitation or obvious dominance behavior 
by the queen. However this obseivation and those cited by Pardi (1947) 
do not el~minate the possibility ol individnal recognition by learned visible 
chal acterisiics. 
CILJ~ILK   OR MAT ION.-^^^^ females sometimes cluster on nests, and clustei- 
ing ofl the nest is common in P. fzrscatz~s cluing autumn and spring. Clusters 
tan be incluced by subjecting wasps to low temperatures (Rau, 1938) or by 
putting them with immobile indivicluals. On 24 April 1963, I placed three 
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females in each of 41 jars and refrigerated them overnight at 5OC. Eighteen 
of the jars contained only live wasps and 23 contained in addition a dead 
female gluecl to the wall of the jar. Of the 54 wasps in jars without a dead 
lemale, 20 (37 per cent) came to rest in contact with others but the majority 
(63 per cent) remained dispersed. In  the jars containing a dead wasp, a 
larger proportion (64 per cent) clustered and 52 per cent of these were in 
clusters including a dead wasp. 
Direct observations of cluster Lormation show that a wasp rests in contact 
with another only if the latter is or becomes immobile when touched. Thus 
subordinate individuals (which become immobile when they encounter a 
dominant wasp) ancl chilled or deacl wasps served as cluster nuclei. Wasp- 
si/e decoys (small cylinders oC wire screen) were less Lrequently antennatecl 
than dead or living wasps ant1 never induced clustering. 
ALARM SIGNALS 
When a Polistrs female is approached suddenly by any moving thing, she 
reacts aggressively, with elevatcd posture, lifted wings and raised front legs. 
When I approached a colony, large numbers of females sometimes came 
to the nest edge and adopted this alert posture; but there is no evidence 
that intra-specific communication stimulates their concerted action. Rather, 
it appears to I,e a result of simultaneous 1 ~ 1 t  independent individual 
reactions. 
Sometimes, however, a single alerted lernale darted suddenly, causing an 
allclible vibration of the nest, which then quickly bristled with aggressive 
wasps. Furthcrmo~c, when collecting live specimens at night, when all 
wasps are immobile on the nest, I cor~lcl rernove them with forceps one by 
one without di5turbing the colony if I sei/ed each wasp by one leg and 
waitecl for it to climb onto (attack) the forceps before taking it off the nest. 
If pullecl away suddenly, the wasp's tarsi caught in the nest carton, making 
a sharp vibration ancl alerting the entire colony. 
These observations suggest that substrate vibration is an important 
component of alarm signals in Polistes, many of which involve swift or 
jerking movements ancl audible nest vibrations. 
Females sometimes react to the approach of an intruder, such as a large 
flying insect, by darting once or twice and flipping their wings. This re- 
action sometimes spreads to other individuals several seconds after the 
intrucler has flown away. Workers occasionally dart at each other in this 
lashion on the nest face, and one sudden dart by a female on one part of 
the nest is sometimes followed immediately by a dart by a female on 
another part of the nest. 
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The  most intense alarm signal I have observed in P. fuscatus is that 
stimulated by the presence of the ichneumonid parasite Pachysomoides 
f z ~ l m ~ s  (Cresson), which lays its eggs in cells containing developing Polistes 
pupae. T h e  Pachy~omoides female lands near a Polistes nest and sits abso- 
lutely immobile, initially several inches away. It remains immobile until 
there are no wasps near the edge of the nest, or until those present turn 
away. I t  then ac1v;tnces suddenly toward the nest, sometimes only a fraction 
ol an inch. Unless chased away it alights on the nest and thrusts its oviposi- 
tor through a cell wall. When a Polistes female detects a Pachysomoides 
female on or near the nest, she darts at it, causing it to fly away, and begins 
hyperaggressively darting and wing-flipping about the nest, particularly on 
the periphery and sometimes even off the nest near its edge. This causes 
a general rise in activity and other lemales begin to dart and flip their 
wings, although with less intensity than the original alarmist. I have seen 
darting and wing-flipping continue for as long as ten minutes after the 
parasite has taken flight. 
In the several times I have observed this behavior, I have never seen 
wingflipping by many females in P. fzlsratus without latcr finding a female 
Pnchysomoid~s nearby. Sometimes I noticed the small ichneumonid's pres- 
ence only because the nesting wasps had begun their aggressive display. 
When pupal caps remain on abandoned nests, close inspection olten 
reveals two or three small neat holes on the sides of the cell where the 
Pachy~omoides adults have emerged, leaving a pale dried bit of Polistes 
pupa (usually only the head, thorax, and appendages) above the oblique 
planar caps of the parasite cocoons. Gaul (1940) and Rau (1941) state that 
eggs are placed on larvae but neither author ob5elved oviposition. I have 
seen oviposition by Pacl~yson~oides four times, always into pupal cells. 
Apparently the wasps' only defense against this parasite is discovery and 
routing ol the lemale belore oviposition takes place. There is no evidence 
that the wasps selectively clestroy parasitixd pupae. 
Females of P. canadensis show tllc same alarm behavior at the approach 
ol a similar parasite, Pachysomoides stupidus (Cresson). Once when the 
"parasite alarm" began on nest W2 I watched for a Pachysomoides female. 
There appeared instead a fat, striped fly (Diptera). I t  sat facing the nest 
briefly, then moved onto the nest face where it crawled about for several 
seconds while all ol the wasps on the nest flipped and buzzed their wings. 
The  alarm continued for several minutes after the fly left. Meanwhile a 
worker returned to the nest and distributed a load of water. She was the 
only female present not showing alarm behavior, except for occasional 
wing flips when darted at by an alarmed nestmate. However, when she had 
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finished dispensing her load, she began moving about the nest like the 
others, darting ancl flipping her wings. This is evidence that the parasite 
alarm is communicatecl to nestmates which have not directly perceived 
the presence of a parasite. 
I did not see the fly oviposit, and none of tllc cells contained evidence ol 
~arasitism when I collected the nest three months later. However, a number 
of abandoned nests collectecl at localities X and Y containcd brown 
cli~terous puparia about 1 cm long; and an inhabited post-enlargement 
nest at locality Z contained living pupae in the same type ol puparium. 
Roubaucl (1910) observed a dipterous (tachinid) parasite of Belonogaster 
(Polybiinae) in Africa. 
Females of P. crrnatlensis show a tlistinctivc reaction to ants which ap- 
proach tlie nest. They stand bnz7ing their wings near the pedicel, which 
is the only access to the nest for pctlestri;rn I)]-etl;~tors, and peck sharply 
at tile ants with their mandibles. This behavior has some ol the qualities of 
a signal: the wing-buzz comes in short loud bursts separated by intermittent 
pecks, producing a sound pattern heard only in the presence of ants. How- 
ever, this does not seem to lead to a change in the behavior of other 
individuals. 
NATURE AND FUNCTIONS OF T H E  QUEEN 
O v ~ ~ o s I ~ l o ~ . - T h e  primaly division of labor in Polistes is reproductive, 
the queen usually being the sole egg-layer among the females of a colony. 
The  other tasks of the colony-building ancl brood care-are shared by 
individuals of both castes (Steiner, 1932; Pardi, 1942, 1951; Owen, 1962). 
DOMINANCE.-The queen is tlominant in her interactions with nestmates, 
;I characteristic associated with her developed ovaries (Pardi, 1946, 1948a). 
One result of the queen's dominance is stimulation of loraging by asso- 
ciates. She frequently ancl vigorollsly solicits from other females, and I have 
seen workers leave the nest alter aggressive mouthpart solicitation 01 
chewing along the body and wings (Fig. 1) by tile queen. These workers 
sometimes return with foraged loads. 
CEI,L INITIATION.-In established colonies of both P. canadenszs and P. 
fuscatus the queen is the primary initiator of new cells. Twenty-three of 
26 recorded cell initiations in P. canadensis (localities V and W) were by 
queens, as were 22 of 28 in P. fzl~catzls. 
A close temporal association between building behavior and oviposition 
by queens suggests that individuals having mature ovarial eggs are stimu- 
lated to build (Fig. 2). In P. canadensis queens usually apply pulp within 
the ten minutes preceding oviposition. They sometimes add pulp to one 
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cell, then oviposit in another; but the usual sequence was new cell con- 
struction followed immediately by brief antennation of the cell and ovi- 
position. Queens frequently go from construction to egg-laying in an un- 
broken series of movements. 
In  P. ftiscntzts the temporal association of building and oviposition is 
more variable. Once the queen of colony I310 added a load of pulp to  x 
peripheral cell, then immediately went to another cell and oviposited. 
But more commonly there was a delay of 10 to 60 minutes between pulp 
addition and oviposition by P. f~tscntzis queens. 
FIG. 2. Ovipositing queen with pulp. After several minutes of aggressive solicitation from 
nestmates the queen of colony A1 (P .  fziscnttts) obtained pulp fro111 a worker, then began to 
oviposit in a peripheral cell before applying the pulp to the nest. Although building usually 
firecedes egg-laying, this photograph illustrates the characteristic association between 
pulp acquisition and oviposition by Polistes queens. 
Deleurance (1950) found that empty cells stimulate oviposition, and that 
subordinates lay eggs even in the presence of a queen if the eggs are 
removed from the nest leaving many empty cells. Therefore i t  could be 
argued that oviposition often follows construction activity simply because 
construction activity is likely to produce an oviposition stimulus in  the 
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form of a new cell. However, oviposition is associated with construction 
activity even when new cell building is not involved. Sometimes a queen 
adds pulp to one cell, then oviposits in another. I n  P. f~rscatzls, building 
sometimes precedes oviposition even when empty cells are present and have 
been repeatedly antennated by the queen. The  queen of colony A1 was 
photographed while ovipositing in such a cell after pulp acquisition but 
before beginning construction (Fig. 2). 
Specialization of queens in cell initiation probably exists in other 
Polistes species. Morimoto (1959) observed that in P. chinensis oviposition 
often follows construction behavior "within a short timc" (p. 113) and that 
the rate of new cell addition is similar to that of oviposition although "it is 
not evident whether the former is correlated with the latter" (1954, p. 522). 
Roubaud (1916) noted that in thc African polybiine wasp Belonogaster 
workers (newly-emerged foragers) "ne paraissent pas prendre une part effec- 
tive a la construction des nouveaux alveoles. Cette besonge cst le propre des 
Iemelles iecondkes, mfires sexuellement et pretes a pondre" (p. 120). 
Previous studies of the division of laboi- in Polistes seem to have failed 
to reveal the specialization in construction behavior noted above due to 
certain methodological peculiarities. Thus, although Steiner (1932) and 
Pardi (1942) studied individual differences in function among marked wasps, 
they lumped all building activity into one category-"construction"-and 
therefore would not have noticed different de<qees of participation in cell 
addition and cell enlargement. On the other hand, Deleurance (1957) 
distinguished cell addition from cell enlargement, but did not record the 
activities ol marked individuals. Even so, Pardi's data show that P. galliczls 
queens specialize in pulp foraging; and Deleurance (1957) noted a relation- 
ship between ovarian development and rate of new cell addition among 
foundresses: "la multiplication alvkolaire est en relation avec la physiologie 
de la ponte. Plackes dans les mtmes conditions physiques, les femelles i 
lorte fkconditi. construiscnt davantage dc cellules que les autres. En outre, 
on observe un arr&t rapide de la multiplication alvkolaire chez Gutpes qui, 
apris la fondation deposent un oeuf ou deux, puis cessent de pondre . . . les 
Gutpes pratiquement infkcondes ne hiitissent presque pas de nouvelles 
cellules" (Deleurance, 1957, p. 128). H e  also discovered that queens ovari- 
ectomizcd five days after nest founding never built new cells (Deleurance, 
1955). (An earliet paper [Deleurance, 1948al entitled "Le comportement 
reproducteur est indkpenclent de la prksence des ovaires cllez Polistcs" was 
written before Deleurance realized the importance of distinction between 
the two types of building.) 
In spite of this compelling evidence of an association between construe- 
lion activity and ovary development, Deleurance concluded that the females 
of a colony participate equally in cell initiation, and stated repeatedly and 
emphatically the opinion that "dans la sociktk polygyne, en l'absence comme 
en la prksence dcs ouvriPres, le travail cartonnier dcs femelles ne reflktc 
pas la 'spkcialisation' obseivke dans la ponte par l'une cles Guepes, et l'on 
nc peut prktendrc qu'il y ait une division dn  travail" (1957, 11. 195). 
Deleurance may llavc been led to an erroneous conclusion by the fact 
that his obscrvations of individual differences were confined to pre-emer- 
gence colonies, in wllicll tlie speciali7ation does not exist (see Social Biology 
of Policter fzlscnt~ts, below); his conclusion regarding colonies containing 
workers is based on a statistical correlation between numbers of females 
and rate or new cell building and the assumption that this indicates equal 
participation of all individuals in this activity. T h e  observations of marked 
individuals descril~ed above indicate the invalidity of this assumption. 
! ? o ~ ~ c ~ ~ c . - Q n c e n s  forage less than do workers. T h e  queen of P. fuscatuc 
colony R38 brougllt only 0.11 foraged loads to the nest pcr hour observed, 
compared to an avciage o l  0.85 loads per hour for the workers (Table 1). 
Owen (1962), Stciner (1932) and Paidi (1912, 1951) found that the queen 
spends most of her 'rctivc time on tllc nest where she "speciali7es" in tasks 
(c.g. guarding, cell inspection and ovipoaition) not irlvolving absence from 
tlie nest. 
T h e  occasional foraging trips of queens are devoted to collection o l  
materials (pulp ant1 w'iter) used in constiuction. Three of four loads (75 per 
cent) brought by the IS38 queen were pulp, and thc fourth was water. All 
workers cairied a smaller proportion (7 to 50 per cent) of pulp (Table 1). 
All of 17 iccorded loads brought by 1'. canndenszs queens to observation 
ncsts wcre pulp. 
T h e  data ol Pardi (1951) show that P. gallicz~s qucens also dcvotc their 
few I'oiaging trips to pulp collection 'tnd contribute nothing to food 
transport. However, Pardi evidently did not consider this significant 
"speciali/ation." 
A predominance ol pulp in the foraged loads of queens is furthcr evidence 
that construction activity is associatecl wit11 developctl ovarics. 
Summari/ing, Polis l~r  qucens llave at lcast four distinctive behavioral 
characteristics: egg-laying, supeiior dominance, ccll initiation, and speciali- 
zation in pulp foraging. T h e  present study suggests thac cell initiation and 
pulp [oraging by queens ale characteristics directly associated with de- 
velopcd ovaries, as is dominance as shown by the experiments of Pardi 
(1946, 1948a). 
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TABLE 1 
INDIVIDUAL I ) I I I E I < ~ N C ~ S  IN QUALITY AND Q U A N I I ~ Y  OF EORAGING (P. ~ U T C ~ ~ U S ) ~  
- - --
1 oraglng Per Cent of each load type 111 
Queen 




















l latc total recorded loads 
(loads/hou~ % % % 
ob~erved) Pulp Watcl Food 
-- - - 
0.1 1 75 25 - 
1 Srlm~nary of lilctirne iccords of all colony 1338 females which bronght 10 or more 
foragctl loads to the ncst during 102 honrs of observation, June-September 1964. Foraging 
late i.; given in loa(Is/hour obscrvcd duling life as active forager (period between first and 
Ii~sl o1)rervcd foraging trip). Offspring fc~nales are listed in order of their emergence. 
SO(:T/\L BIOLOGY OF PO1,ISTES FUSCATUS 
EMERGENCE FROM HIBERNATION 
Vecundatecl females overwinter in protectcd places (hibernacula), e.g., 
between the inner and outer walls of houses, under shingles and loose tar- 
paper, in cracks between boards, and (according to Bohart, 1942) beneath 
the loose bark of trees. During hibernation the ovaries contain few oocytes. 
Ovaries of 12 females taken from a hibernaculum at locality J in January 
and February (1963) contained an average of only 2.7 oocytes, compared 
to a mean ol 23.7 for seven queens captured during July. 
In spring the ovaries begin to develop several weeks before the onset of 
nest-building, which occurs in Michigan in early May. Three females taken 
from the locality J hibernaculum on 22 March 1964 contained 10 oocytes 
each; 15 females flying and walking sluggishly in the sun on 20 April 1963 
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had an average of 9.0 oocytes; and 23 netted 18-27 April 1964 averaged 10.6 
oocytes per female. No spring-dissected female showcd the lack of ovary 
development typical of summer workers and mid-winter hibernators, 
which olten have no discernible oocytes. 
Fat-body reduction accompanies oocyte growth. T h e  fat-body was con- 
spicuous in ielnalcs collected in September prior to hibernation and in the 
13 females taken from hibcrnacula in January and February, but very re- 
duced in all but one of thc 15 females with developed ovaries dissected 
on 20 April. 
S~ermathecae ol all 28 dissected overwintering and overwintered females 
(potential ioundresses) contained sperm. 
The  behavior of P. fuscal~lr fcmales during the first warm days ol spring 
is like that of P. galliczls, as clescribed in detail by Partli (1942). Females 
often aggregate in sunny places bclore beginning nests but such clusters 
clispersc before ncst-lounding-they tlo not indicate future ncst sites. 111- 
dividual females eventually begin to sit alone on old nests and future nest 
sites, wherc they ieact aggressively toward other wasps. This heightened 
aggrcssivcness is probably associated with increased ovaiy development and 
contributes to the decreased hcqucncy of cluster formation which, as 
shown above, depends on the presence of immobile (non-aggressive) 
inclividuals. 
NEST INITIATION 
Nests arc usually initiated by a lone lcmale (thc "original ioundress") in 
1'. fz~rcal~rr. Thirty-seven ol 38 ncsts consisting of one to ten cells were 
attended by only one fernale; the one exception was colony B25, which 
had two loundresses when less than 24 hours old on 9 May 1965. 
Most nests were initiated during the second week of May in 1963, 1964, 
and 19(i5. Twenty-nine (93 per ccnt) oE the 31 nests prescnt at locality B 
cluring summer 1965 were lounded on 8 and 9 May; one more appeared on 
12 May and another between 20-26 May. This synchrony of nest founding 
was probably due in part to a sudtlen warm spell which started on 7 May, 
when the temperature rose to 21°C. (mean daily temperature) after a week 
(1-6 May) in which the mean temperature had been 15.5"C. The  fact that 
few nests appeared after 9 May indicates that mo\t females which associate 
with nests after the first few days of construction activity join colonies initi- 
ated by other lernalcs ratl~cr than starting new ones of their own. 
FOUNDRKSS ASSOCIATIONS 
By the time of the emergency ol the first brood in late June, the majority 
ol P. fzlscat~rs colonies in the Ann Arbor region are attended by more than 
one fcmclle. 01 4 6  ilcsts examined at loc,~lities B and G in the cvenings ol 
16 and 28 Jurlc 1965, 60 per cent h , ~ d  more than one lesiclent female; ant1 
the majority (81 pel cent) ol the 97 nesting females weie on inultiple- 
lorlndress nests (T'lblc 2). 
TABLE 2 
F o u N D R ~ ; . ~ ~  A s s o c ~ ~ r r r o ~ s  AT LO~AI.ITIES n A N D  C, 16-28 JUNE 1965 ( P .  ~ I ~ S C ~ ~ I L S )  
Nurnber Of Nun~her  Per Cent hTun11)cr Pcr Cent 
Foundrcsses 0 f Total 0 f T o ~ a l  
In Colony Nrsts Ncsls Fcn~alrs Fcmalcs 
T h e  lollowing tlesciiption o l  lo~rntlress inteiactions i5 bas-cl primalily 
upon a stndy of tcn colonies at locality B frorrl the time or their initiation 
(8-9 May 1!)6.5) until they w c ~ c  destroyed by an ~~nidentified foe on 21 
Junc, j l~st prior to the piedicted ernergcncc or the first ,~dnlts. T h e  colonies 
were located beneath the eaves of ;I low builtling, as inditatecl in Figurc 3. 
INT~R-cor  O N Y  MOBII TTY or FOIJNI)RPSSI s -nuring the four wceks follo~7- 
ing nest initiation theic was much nest-to-nest movement oC females 
FIistories ol 38 m,ukccl fountlre5ses at loc;rlity B show the following p'ittcins 
ol association ~7itll nests: 17 weie ti.~n$icnt,, scen only once or twicc on or in 
the vicinity ot ncsts; 10 were "pam,rnent lesidcnts", associated with a 
single nest for n p~o lo i~gcd  period, 'tnd never seen on othei nests; 3 attended 
one ncst consistently lo1 ,I time, then ch'lnged residence and consistently 
attendcd anothei; 2 wcle resident on one nest lor a period and alternately 
attended mole than one nest during anothe~  l~eiiocl; 2 attended mole than 
one nest, neLer becoming icsident on a particular one; and 2 weie transients 
which became perinanent rcsidcnts on a pal ticulai ne5t. 
Of the ten nest initiators, selen remained Immanent iesidents and queens 
of the nests they initiated. Two others bccame woi-keis on, other nccts ancl 
one began alternately to attend her oiiginal nest and another (nest B13) 
on which there was no pcrinailcntly lemalc. In  geneldl, then, there 
was little nest-to-nest movement by colony initiatois compared to the 
1 est of the Foundress population; and most nest initiatoi s bccnnlc queens 
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DOMINANCE AND JOINING.-Falling fights, the strongest Sorm of combat 
between wasps, were frequent during the first four weeks oS nest con- 
struction although they are rare later in the season. Inspection of fallen 
pairs invariably disclosed that one was a resident and the other a non- 
resider11 of the nest from which the pair had fallen. After a fighting pair 
separated, the resitlent 5v:rsp usually retlu-rled directly to the nest, and the 
non-residcnt took flight in another direction; or, if the latter returned 
to the nest, fighting was resumed. Falling fights followed dominance inter- 
actions in wllich the non-resident wasp behaved aggressively toward an 
al'proaching resident; subordinate newcomers were not attacked. This 
accords with the observation ol Pardi (1'348a) that when a new individual 
joins a colony it "usually is not perfectly equivalent in dominance to 
any one ol thc association components. When individuals arc perfectly 
equivalent, furious lights take placc betwceil the equivalent individuals, ant1 
their coexistence in one colony is impossible" (p. 6). 
T h e  diIIcrcnces in dominance among lemalcs which encounter during 
riest founding may be associated with pre-nesting differellccs in ovarian 
developnlent noted among lcmales collected in spring. Elevcn overwintered 
lemalcs captured at locality 1 on 27 April 1964 had ovaries ranging in sizc 
lrom 15 to 21 oocytes. Siu oL the le~ri;~les having 20 or inore oocytes con- 
tained mature eggs ant1 one did not. 
Kecorcls ol the distribution ol for'rged loads among seven B18 foundresses 
during a period ((8-14 June) when all were present indicate that: (1) total 
loads rcceived by c'lcll female ~ a l i e t l  accoiding to the older of her joining 
thc colony (the carlicr a lenialc's dnte oi joining, the more loads she receiv- 
ed); and (2) all but threc 01 35 transferred loads passed from later to earlier- 
join~ng lemales (T'ible 3). Slnt e tl anslcr 15 generally i t  om subordinate to 
TABLE 3 
l)rsra~eu.rronr OF ~ ' O I ~ C E L )  I.OADS AMONC B18 FOUNDRPSSES, 8-14 JUNE 19G5 (1'. luscatus) 
I h t c  of Donor Fcmalc Total Loads 
ildcli~iotl Recipient Received by 
to Colony Fcmalc No.13 No.34 No.35 No.28 No.15 No. 6 No.18 each Fernalc 
-- - -- 
May 9 No. 13 - 1 6 2 3 2 1 15 
16 No. 31 0 - -  4 1 4 4 0 13 
26 No. 35 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 
30 No. 28 0 0 1 -- 1 2 0 4 
30 No. 15 0 0 1 0 - I 0 2 
Jutlc 6 No. 6 0 0 1 0 0 - 0 1 
8 No. 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 
- - - -- 
0 
-- - -- -- 
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dominant individual, this indicates that the dominance rank of the B18 
foundresse\ was in order of their joining the nest. 
SIBLING Assocr~~ro~s . -Thele  is indiicct evidence that temperate zone 
Polistes females begin colonies near tllc site oL the nest from which they 
emerged the summel before. Inhabited nests are often situated a few inches 
froin nests built in previous seasons, and undisturbed sites often have 
clusters of abandoned nests indicating that the same place was used year 
after year (Davis, 1924; Pardi, 1942; Rau, 1929, 1931, 1940). One nest found 
at locality S was attached to the face of an older nest, and I have observed 
five cases in which nests were reused a second year. 
When a whole colony is captured and killed, the site is sometimes not 
occupied the following year. A large locality L colony captured in August 
1965 was one of a cluster including three abandoned nests, indicating that 
the site h'ttl been used lepeatedly. No ne\t was built there in 1966 even 
though hundreds of ova  m in teretl wasps appeared in the vicinity during 
spring, and a new nest was founcled adjacent to a similar cluster a few 
feet away on the same building. 
Rau (unpublished manuscript) found a marked female hovering in April 
near the site of the nest where she had been queen the summer before. This 
female flew weakly, and died within a week after capture. 
Direct evidence of sibling relationship among associated foundresses is 
given by Heldmann (1936a), who marked P. gallicrts females in autumn 
on a nest where they presumably had emerged. Seven returned to the site the 
following spring, and four associated on a newly-founded nest. 
During summer 1964 I marked 94 (76 per cent) of the estimated 124 
female progeny of P. fz i~cntus  colony 1338 and 15 females of B36, 18 feet 
north of 1338 (Fig. 3). Eighteen inalked B38 females appeared at the locality 
I3 eaves (site of lheir parental nest) the following spring. Six individuals 
retained specifically identifiable marks applied between 25 August and 7 
September 1964; the othels bore fragmentary marks of colors used only on 
colony R38. Two addi~ional females had equivocal marks which could have 
been applied on either I338 or R36. 
Alter 10 June the composition ol Eoundress groups did not change. On 
that date, 10 1338 offspring wele nest residents, eight of them on nests R15 
and 1318-within lour feet of the parental nest site (Fig. 3). 
Fourteen of the 18 known progeny 01 R38 associated exclusively with nests 
founded by siblings during the pre-emergence period (Fig. 3). Two others 
became workers on nests founded by females of unknown oligin. One 
Ioraged and oviposited on 1324, a colony founded by an equivocally- 
marked female, then left 'tfter six days of residence there to become ;\ 
Dis tance  from north end of e a v e s  ( f e e t )  
FIG. 3. Spatial distribution of nests and marked females a t  locality B eaves (P. fuscatus). Nests B36, B38, and B39 (in boxes, below) 
were inhabited in 1964, the others (above) in 1965. Each square of the histogram represents an  individual seen on the indicated nest 
during 85 hours of observation, 8 May-21 June, 1965. Shaded squares represent females (siblings) marked on nest B38 in 1964. 
Open circles denote "transient" females sighted on nests but not resident there for more than one day in succession. Solid dots iden- 
tify females present on more than one successive day. Stars identify nest initiators. Double-headed arrows show reepated movement 
between two nests; single-headed arrows indicate the direction of a change in residence. 
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worker on tlle nest (BIT,) of a sibling. Another female joined a sibling and 
an equivocally-marked female on a short-lived nest in the humidotherino- 
graph. 
Probably few (if any) of the eight B38 progeny sighted near tllc eaves but 
not ultimately resident tllcre built nests clsewl~ei-c. Sixty-seven females of 
25 colonies located on other buildings at locality B were ailaesthetized at 
night between 14-23 June.  All were examined for previous marks antl 
marked witli colors not used at tlle eaves nests. None of them had been 
rnarkccl previously; nor did any ever appear at or near the eaves. This  
indicates that there was little (if any) movement of wasps between the eaves 
nests and those on nearby buildings. 
T h e  threc colonies l)re,ent at the eaves in 1964 weie large enough to 
account lor p io t l l~r t~on  ol all the 36 Eem,lles recoitled there dtuing ,piing 
1965. Since an ectim,~tecl 75 pel tent of the tot'11 number ol adults which 
cnlclged lron1 B38 weie ma1 kcd, and 18 of those appealed at the eaves the 
following \piing, loui or five (.25 x 18) of the unmarked spring fem,~les at 
the eaves were plohably dl50 horn R.38. 1138 cont,rined 247 tells nnd 
t ontributed 22-23 Eernnles ('lbout one per 10 tells) to thc 5111 ing ioundress 
~ o p l d a t i o r ~ .  Tllciclore tolonie5 1% and B39, ~vhi t l l  consistetl ol 102 and 76 
cells rcspect~vely, toultl togetl~cr llavc tonti ibutcd about 22-23 foundrecses, 
;~ssuming tli'tt (1)  their biootl sue, average adult longevity, antl numbers 
ietuining to the parentdl ncst sitc weie plop01 tional to those of B38, and 
that (2) the numbel of recoidctl marks aglee with the nuinbcr of intlil iduals 
actually marked, some unletordcd marl\s being possible due to movements 
01 ilewly-marker1 indiviclunls agninst unmai ked females. T h e  number (22- 
23) is near the number (18) 01 lcmnles of unknown or ig~n  actually obcerved 
at the eaves. Tlleieloie ,111 01 the foundiesses observed at the e'rvec in 1965 
could have emerged theie in  1964. 
Two  females marked in 1965 weie found ncnr the paicntnl nest in mid- 
July 1966. One was the clueen 01 a colony located less thdn an inth from the 
parental nest at locality L; the other was a snbordinate lemale on a colony 
located two feet froin her p,~i-ent'~l ncst at locality A. 
Orientation u s~ng  toirlnlon clues, perllnps those used the previous yen1 in 
ieturning to the parental nest, may bring siblings together in ~p i i ng .  Two  
pairs 01 nest, visited by the same feln,rles w c ~ e  in analogous positions with 
iespect to surro~~ilding s t i r ~ c t ~ ~ i c e  U18 w'ls the newly-founded nest most 
f~equented by B38 siblings, live of wl~ich became peiluarlent iesitlents tlleic. 
T h e  locations ol B18 antl B38 were analogous in at least two ways: both 
weie in the southwest corner of cnclosurcs formed by roof antl rafteis, and 
both were about 20 inches south of daik metal strip, which contiasted with 
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the wllitc eavestrough. Foiagers ol both colonies sometimes hoveled directly 
lacing the dark strips belore landing on their respective nests, suggesting 
that the strips seivecl ns orientation cues. Nests 1513 and I314 also occupied 
analogous positions, in the southwest corners ol adjacent spaces beneath 
the eaves. They weie ,~lteinately attcncled by founclresses No. 12 and No. 
24, perhap5 due to simild~ity in orientation cues associated with the 
two sites. 
T h e  destruction ol the ea\es nests on 20 June ~vas a costly but informative 
expciimcnt,rl tcst 01 tlie hypotllesls th,lt nest-site selection is sometiines b y  
01 ient'ltion to previously-led1 ned (1x11 cntal) nest sitcs oi tlleii analogues. 
Altcr clisiuption of the colonies, lrlost of the lnarketl wasps disappeaictl. 
Only qucen No. 3 ol colony 1315 l)eg<rn 10 build a new ncst: on 21 June slie 
constilrctecl a petlicel ola piec~sely llre spot wlreie l318 had been. This  
suggests 111'1t thc sites or R l 5  antl 1518 weie so siln~lar wit11 ~ e g a l d  to orienla- 
tion cues that without colonies they weic not distinguished by lemale No. 
3 (an offspring 01 H38). 130th s~tcs  hat1 been occupied by colonies founded 
by B38 oflspiing; they were tllc 5ites inost visitcd by R38 siblings; and foul 
or the I<nown siblings lisited hot11 sitcs, .cvllicli had rnoi e visitoi s in common 
than any othcr two nest sites along the eaves (Fig. 3). Tliese observdtions in- 
dicate that the sitcs of colonies B15 ,rncl B18 appealed similar to orienting 
oKspi-ing ol B38. T h e  basis of sinlil'rrity rnay h,tve been orientation cues 
analogorrs to those oL the paicntal ncst site, 1e;rrned during the previous 
summer. 
All newly fountletl nests visitetl by inai ked R38 olrspring were in a section 
of the eaves about twcnty fcct long (Fig 3). Within that I mge,  pl oxi~nity to 
the paiental nest was app'riently less impoltant than analogous position in 
the lormation ol sibling n5sociations. Bl(i w,ls less th in  two feet lrom E38, 
yet no lcmale marked on E38 appeared during 80 llours ol observation 
during the pre-eincrgcncc period. E l f  wns in tllc no1 tllwcst cornei o l  a 
space beneath tlie eaves, ~ d ~ e r e d s  B38 was in the southruest portion ol the 
same space. 
QUEEN-I.IT<II RKFIAVIOR 01;SIJRORI)INATR ~ouNI)R~.:ssI 's .-I~~ seine respects thc 
social orgmization of 111-e-emergence colonies is like that of colonics after 
the emergencc of ofispring workcus: (lie doininant le~rialc forages less, 
rcccives morc solicitetl material lronl associates, antl lays more eggs tllan 
do subortlinates (Table 4). 
Howcver, pre-emergence colonies clill'cr li-on1 inost post-emergence 
colonics in that (1) sitboi-clinatcs oviposit (scc Pal-cli, 19/12; Gervct, 1964a) 
ant1 (2) lnost cells are initiatctl by subordinate reinalcs rathcr than by 
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TABLE 4 
ACIIVIIILS 0 1  El8  FOUNDRFSS DURING 1 H E  PRE-EMLRGLNCE PERIOD ( P .  ~ Z ~ S C U ~ Z ~ S ) .  
(BASED ON 26 HOURS ORSFRVATION, 18 MAY-14 JUNE 1965) 
Eggs Foraging Loads 
of New Rate Received 
Dominance Eggs Others Ccllr (Loads/I-Iour From 
kctllalc Rank Laid Eaten Started Observed) A~sociatcs 
- - 
No. IS I 9 4 0 .08 25 
No. 34 2 5 2 1 .50 20 
NO. 35 3 0 0 1 1.41 0 
No. 28 4 0 0 2 1.56 5 
No. 15 I 0 0 8 1 .SO 3 
No. 6 G 0 0 0 1.22 1 
No. 18 7 0 0 0 I .50 
- - - - -- 
0 
the queen. Subordinate foundresses oviposited on four of the ten 1965 
locality B colonies (colonies 14, 15, 18 and 25). On nest B18 the seconcl- 
ianking female (No. 34) oviposited, although less often than did the domi- 
nant foundress (No. 13); and all of the twelve cells initiated during 26 
hours of observation were started by subordinates (Table 4). Foraging rate 
ancl number ol cells initiated were inversely related to dominance rank 
among the five foundi-esses obscrved for more than ten hours (Table 4). 
STANDING As11)r.-Sincc violent fighting occurs between wasps of equal 
dominance rank, one might expect closely-ranked foundresses, such as ovi- 
positing females No. 13 and No. 34 of B18 (Table 4), to be unusually 
agg~essive toward each other. However, closely-ranked foundresses of 
P. /z~scatzls behave in ways which reduce the number of contacts between 
them. Females No. 13 ancl No. 34 usually rested, landed and applied pulp 
on opposite sidcs of the nest. During the period 9-15 May, when co-found- 
resses No. 7 and No. 11 were concurrently attending B25, each consistently 
stepped off the nest when the other returned from foraging. On 9 May 
No. 7 was adding pulp to the nest. No. 11 stood aside until she finished, then 
moved slowly onto the nest. No. 7 then stepped off and No. 11 added her 
load of pulp. The  two wasps switched position in this fashion four times 
during an hour ol observation. Each added a new cell (on opposite sides 
of the 7-cell nest) and oviposited in it. The  only observed contact between 
the two wasps was when No. 11 came on the nest as No. 7 oviposited, an- 
tennated the egg lnyer briefly, thcn ag.ain moved off the nest. 
Mutual slanding aside also occurred on B15, when No. 3 and No. 25 
(both egg layers) werc piesent there on 9 May, and on B13 and B14 (21 
May) where No. 28 and No. 24 consistently stepped off their respective nest3 
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when No. 12 landed with a foraged load, then on again when she leEt or 
finished dispensing the load. 
DIFFERENTIAL EGG-FATING.-O~ three nests (B 1 ,  B 14 and Bl8) where I 
observecl oviposition by the subordinates, the egg-laying females ate each 
other's eggs. Differential oophagy has been observed in P. gullicus by Held- 
mann (193613) and Pardi (1942) and has been the subject of detailed study 
by Gervet (1964a). 
Nine observed instances of differential egg eating in P. fz~scatzls had the 
following characteristics: 
1. Only egg layers (No. 13, No. 24, No. 34 and two females of colony B1) 
ate eggs. Sterile females never ate eggs, even when they encountered and an- 
tennated eggs subsequently eaten by oophagic females. 
2. Egg laying by the oophagic female usually occurred immediately after 
egg eating and was sometimes in a cell other than that formerly occupied 
by the eaten egg. 
3. Oophagic females never ate their own eggs. 
4. All eaten eggs were newly laid. The  mean age of seven eggs for which 
times of oviposition and consumption are known was 11.4 minutes (range: 
1-37 minutes); two eggs eaten by No. 13 had just been antennated by female 
No. 31 in a prolonged inspection like that which follows oviposition, sug- 
gesting that No. 34 had just laid the eggs. There was no oophagy of "old" 
eggs (eggs laid before oluscrvations began on a given day). 
These observations suggest that an oophagic female may avoid eating her 
own eggs by recogni~ing newly laid eggs and eating them only when she 
has not herself recently laid an egg. Inspecting wasps may recognire newly- 
laid eggs by an adherent substance which becomes less detectable with time. 
Non-oophagic females No. 28 ancl No. 18 antennated newly-laid eggs longer 
than older ones. Once No. 18 stopped at a cell where oviposition and egg 
eating hacl occurred 40 minutes earlier, ant1 vigorously antennated and bit 
at the side of the empty cell even though no trace of the eaten egg was visible 
to me. Perhaps inspecting wasps detect whatever substance (presumably a 
fluid, which would clry with time) makes the egg stick to the carton. IE this 
is the case the long (up to 20 minute) post-oviposition egg inspection and 
heightened post-oviposition aggressiveness (abdomen-wagging, darting at 
associates and vigorous solicitation) of egg layep in P. fuscutus may lunc- 
tion to reduce the likelihood that a fresh egg will be encountered and con- 
sumed by an oophagic associate. 
Gervet (1964a) suggested that oophagic females of P. gullicus learn to 
discriminate the eggs of other females by "une qualit6 stimulante liPe aux 
c;lracteres individuels ties pondeuses" (p. 380). However, he noted that the 
tliggeiing ol ool)h,~gy is dircctl) linked to the age ol the egg (11. 349) , and 
marly ol his obscivatiorls citecl as evidence ok a quality of eggs cliffcling 
ainong individual egg layels collltl be attributed to newness alone. 
Dominarlt female No. 13 01 B18 always atc new eggs of No. 34 as $0011 
as she contacted them. On  the other hnntl, second-ranking fernale No. 34 
sometirncs '~ntennated but dld not eat eggs ~~roduced  by No. 13 less 
than thil ty minutes bcfoic. On each of lour such occasions she (No. 34) had 
also ovipositccl in the pieceding tllii ty rninutcs, ,~ltllougli not alw,~ys ill tllc 
same ccll. It is possible that oviposition by No. 34 tempol,iiily depleted hci 
supply ol m,ltule oocytes, iendering her tempolarily non-oopllagic. T h e  
dominant lemalc piodutetl 2-3 e9gs per obscrvntion period (2-4 houis) 
on t h e e  tlificient clays, twice lnying two eggs in less than ten in~nutes.  7'he 
iecond-rnnking le~nale, howekcr, never plotluted mole tllail one egg pel 
obseivation period. The  mole efficient oophagy by the doillillant female 
(lour out of five oi he1 tomperitoi's eggs tlcstroyetl compaied with only two 
or her nine eggs lost to No. 34) rnay have been associated with he1 Inole 
constailt supply oi mature ov ,~  T l l ~ s  concl~~sion nccords with the obselv,~. 
tioils th'lt only egg laycrs (Icmales h,l\ing maclne oocytes) cat eggs (Table 4) 
and that oopllagy and oviposition occ ul in close temporal a~soc i~~t ion .  
Oviposition by :r subordinate founclress aild tliRerential oophagy contin- 
uccl 011 colony B1 until two weeks aftel cinci-gence of tlle first leni;~le 
oKspi-ing. However other colonies observed after the prc-eineigence period 
had only one ovipositing lemale. Partli (1946, 1948a) and P'lrdi ant1 <:aval- 
canti (1951) have shown th,tt the ovaiies of subordinates iegress alter ;I 
period ol associalion with a dominant lcmale, presumably tluc to expendi- 
ture of energy duiing foraging and tllrough transler of regurgitatecl food to 
soliriting nescinates. 
SURIMARY A N D  CONCI U S I C I N ~  Fo11rldr csi t d ~ t e  depentls up011 factoi s caur 
ing diirercnt~al ovaiy develol~ment among 5ibling5 during the filst days o l  
spring nest building. Sirlc e tloliiin,lllt e i , ~ n k  and (pi esunlably) ov,li y s i x  
follow the oitlei in whit11 suboldinates join a cololly (RlS), the c,tste ol a 
particular lemalc may depend on the time , ~ t  which her icproductive 
physiology stimula~es nesting (build~ng) activity. Feinales with carly- 
maturing ovaries initiate nests and are likely to becomc queens. Hom~ever, 
judging by the pallcity of nests iil~tiatccl altei thc f i t  st clays ol building, 
and llle apparent infrequency of usurpations, fernales wit11 late-maturing 
oval ies are likely to become suboidinates. 
T h e  mode ol quccil tleterinination found in P. f ~ r s t u l r ~ s  appears to be 
the same as that describcd lor P. p l l i c z i s  by Pdrcli (1942-1948a), 1)eleulance 
(1950) and Gervet (1964a). Dominant foundiesses bccoine queens, ant1 e ;~ t  
the eggs ol subordindtes. Deleul ancc (1 950) lound that empty cells stimulate 
~ubordln~l tes  to oviposit ant1 concluded that the iemoval ol such stimuli by 
the oviposition of the queen is tllerefore important in queen control. 
Howevel, Ile has introduced some conl~~s ion  by maintaining that this 
inloimation deti acts llom P,II di's (1946) discovery of the role of dominance 
relations in queen detelmination. Deleuiance seems to be contradicting 
the idea that doininante 1s all-important in  Polzs~cs queen determination, 
a view which Pard1 never espoused. Pardi and Cavalcanti (1951) icsponded 
to the criticisms ol Deleu~ance wit11 cxpeiiments reiterating what Pnrdi I l ~ d  
already established-that subo~dinance i5 accompanied by ovaiy reg1 ession. 
Rri'ln (1956) resolved this "controxersy" by pointing out that queen 
control in  Pol? r1c.r (P. gallzt 115) '~ppcnl s to in1 olve ,I "ti iple check" on 
reprotluction by subord~nates: oogenesis is suppressed by degeneintion ol 
the ovary duiing a pellod ol nesting with a dominant Ecrnnle; oviposition is  
preventccl bccause the dorninnnt fernale keeps cells filled, hence iemoving 
oviposition stimuli; ancl embiyogenesir is restricted by differential egg-cat- 
ing. 
Subordinate lem,lles icscmble queens in being fertili~ecl females with 
developed ovdiies which initi'lte cells and (sometimes) lay eggs They do 
inost o l  the loraging and construc tion on nests during the pre-emergence 
perlotl. 
T h e  mean numbei ol tell5 pel nest just piior to brood emcigcnce (Table 
5 )  was higher lor colonies having a larger number ol foundresses. How- 
ever, as notctl by Owen (1962), the production of cells per female ~7a5 
smaller in colonies 11'1ving 1,trgei- foundress groups. 
Tllc slope ol the giowth curve o l  B18 diverged from those of other locality 
B colonieq as more lemales joined the loundress group (Fig. 4). T h e  parallel 
cllanges in  growth late o l  thc colonies reflect changes in inean daily 
(cinperatme duiing the periods between cell counts (Fig. 4). 
Colonics I316 and B20, fils1 seen on 12 May (5 days alter the other 
colonies weie founclccl) wcre smaller at the end o l  the pre-emergence 
period than other colonies haling the same number of foundresses. 
RKOOD PRODUCTION AND CASTE DETERMINATION 
F ~ c r o n s  A r ~ r c l r ~ c  BROOD I ~ V E L O P M F N T . - T ~ ~  mean duration of the 
egg, larval and pupal stagcs ol the B38 brood was 13.0, 15.3 and 22.2 days 
respectively, with the total tiinc from egg-laying to adult emergence averag- 
ing 47.8 days. T h e  duration of the immature stages varied considerably 
TABLE 5 
CELLS PER ~ E S T  Ah'D PER FOUNDRESS PRODUCED DURIh'G THE PRE-E~~ERGESCE PERIOD ( P .  ~ U S C U ~ ~ L S )  
Mean Cells/Nest Mean Cells/ Q 
z 
Foundresses Number of Nests 4 
Per Nest 1960-611 19652 Total 1960-6 11 19652 Mean 1960-6 11 1965" Mean $ 
colonies examined by Owen (1962) at  locality S just before emergence of first workers. 
colonies examined at  locality B just before first emergence of adults (16-21 June). 
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M A Y  J U N E  
FIG. 4. PIC-cme~gencc g~owlh of nests at locality B, 8 May-14 June 1964 (P. fztscutus). Solid 
triangle indicates Lirrle of joining by a subordinate founclress; numbers in parenthcscs in- 
dicate nurnbcr of foundlcsses present on 14 June. Horizontal lines below growth culve5 
show rncan daily tcmpcrature during the time between cell counts. 
TABLE G 
UURAIION 01 I)LVELOPMLNT S AGES IN P. J I I S C ~ ~ I L S  (E38-1964) 
SLagc N Dur'ltion in da)s 
Mean S.D. Range 
- -  - - -  - 
egg 36 13.0 2.93 7-18 
lalva 58 15.3 3.42 9-23 
pupa 124 22.2 4.85 9-33 
total (cgg to atlulr) 81 47.8 5.46 33-59 
adult (H o l k c ~ )  32 22.8 10.71 2-30 
- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- A - . - - 
among indivitluals, as indicated by the ranges and standard deviations of 
Table (i. 
There was an inverse correlation between temperature and developmental 
time in the larval and pupal stages-larval and pupal periods are generally 
shorter at higher temperatures (Table 7). 
T h e  small positivc coeffiicient o l  correlation of temperature and time in 
the egg stage (r  = +0.26; 95 per cent confidence limits 0.07-0.53) probably 
does not reflect the general relationship of these parameters in 1'. fziscatus. 
Most of the indivitlr~als included in the egg sample occupied cells near 
the front o l  the nest which coultl be examined closely enough to 
distinguisll eggs lronl newly hatched, egg-sized larvae. These cells were 
sometimes exposed to direct sunlight in the morning. Furthermore the 
shallo~v egg-containing cclls offer little protection from temperature 
extremes compared to the insulation that  nus st be alTorded by the high walls 
and adjacent cells in the oltler and more central nest regions occupied by 
larvae and pupae. 
Vari;~tions in total tlevelopmellt tirnc appear to be independent o l  mean 
temperature (luring clevelopment (r = +0.08), even though lengths of 
TABLE 7 
E ~ F E C T  o r  TTMPLRATUKE ON DTVLLOPMLN~ TI II: O F  P. I I L T C ( I I I L \  (B38-1964) 
Staqc Egg L a ~ v a  Pupa Total  
---- A - A -- - -- - 
N ? G 65 12.1 8 1 
Icangc of deve lo l~ r~~cn~a l  tirnch
(days) 7-1 S 9-3 1 9-33 33-59 
Ratlgc of rilcan Lc~lil~ei-alrll'es 
during each stage 18.5-26°C. 16-25.5"C. 1G-25°C. 19.5-24.5"C. 
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both larval and pupal periods correlate negatively with temperature. The  
effect of temperature on development rate is masked in measures of total 
development time because the length of the pupal period of a given individ- 
ual is an inverse function of the length of its larval period (r = -0.68; n = 
47). 
Larval nutrition apparently affected developmental rate. The  cluster of 
squares labeled "A" in Fig. 5 is a group of pupae with unusually long p u p d  
periods at relatively high temperatures; the large circles ("B") represent the 
opposite condition-unusually short pupal periods at low temperatures. 
Mean daily temperature (OC) during pupal period 
FIG. 5. Duration of pupal stage and mean daily temperature during pupal period. 
Polistes f t~scatz~s  colony B38. 8 June-4 October, 1964. Groups of pupae labeled A and 
B are discussed in the text above, 
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FIG. 6. Positions o l  cells containing individuals having cxtrenie (long or short) pu l~a l  
1)criods for tile tetnperaturcs a t  whicll they developed (P. f t ~ s c a l ~ ~ s ,  nest B38). "A" 
inclividuals (squares) had unusually long pupal pcriods a t  higll temperatures; "B" in- 
dividuals (circles) had unusually short pupal periods a t  low temperatures (see Figure 5). 
Hatched areas in center indicate nest regions containing pupae: I-during period wlicn 
"A" individuals were lalvae; 11-during period when "B" individuals were larvae; 111-area 
occupicd by "B" individuals as ln~vae scattelcd alrlong pupae. 
The  cells containing these individuals were located on 1338 as shown in Fig. 
6. The  "A" indivicluals were near the nest center as larvae, the centermost 
cells at that. time (latc June and early July) being occupied by pupae as 
shown. Thc  "B" individuals, on the other hand, were peripheral larvae 
in late July and early August, when the centermost. cells contained 
larvae, and they were separatecl from the central larvae by a ring of capped 
pupal cells. 
I t  is likely that kemales dispensing food center their activities in the nest 
legion containing the most larvae. In a growing colony this region is always 
near the nest center. Cumber (1949) noted that bumblebee workers give 
Inore ioocl to central larvae. Therefore it is possible that the long pupal 
periocls ol the ''-4" individuals were due to their better larval nlitrition 
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I I 
I 
25 10 25 10 25 
June Ju ly  Aug 
FIG. 7. Scasonal change in estinlatcd anlount of solid food available to larvae (P. 
I~~scn/zcs colony B38). Units on left axis (a) apply to solid circles (a on graph); units on 
right axis (b) apply to open circles (h on graph). Thc  dotted lines divide the season into 
periods having diffcrcnt l a n d  nutr i~ion levels as follows: "low" larval nutrition-before 
25 June ancl 10-25 July; "medium" larval nutrition-25 June-10 July; "high" larval nutri- 
tion-af~er 25 July. 
and that the "B" individuals had shorter pupal periods because they were 
on the trophic periphery as larvae. 
Figure 7b is an estimate of seasonal change in quantitative larval nutri- 
tion. A common estimate 01 this parametcr appearing in discussions of caste 
cletermination in social insects is the workerllarva ratio (Figure 7a) or its 
inversc, the larva/worker ratio (e.g., Spradbery, 1965). Figure 7a is unique 
among publishecl estimates ol this ratio in that it is basctl on the unbroken 
history 01 a single colony (B38) in wllich the numbers of f~inctioning workers 
and Seeding larvae were known at all times. Furthermore, it was possible 
to test the rarely explicit assumption that the amount of food available to 
the larvae increased with the number of workers present: foraging records 
lor the period 15 June-10 September indicate that on B38 the solid-load 
(loocl and pulp) foraging rate was clirectly proportional to the number of 
workers present (r = +0.95). In aclclition, the proportion of food in loraged 
loads increased as the season progressetl (Figure 8). Figure 7b takes into 
;~ccount both change in the worker/larva ratio and the proportion of food 
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in solid loads. I t  is a reasonable estimate 01 quantitative larval nutrition 
provided that (1) the amount of nectar fed to larvae does not change with 
season or remains directly proportional to the amount of solid food in the 
diet, and (2) a constant proportion of food brought to the nest is given to 
larvae. The  amount of nectar given to larvae is not taken into account here 
because it is dillicult to distinguish between nectar and other fluids in trans- 
lers to and from larvae. The  proportion of food given to larvae may decline 
during August, when there are many vigorously soliciting males and non- 
worker females present, competing with larvae for food brought by a rela- 
tively small number of workers (see Figure 9). 
M a y  J u n e  J u l y  A u g  
FIG. 8. Scasonal cllangc in the proportions of food and pulp in loads brought to t l ~ e  
nest (P. fuscatzu). Data for 10 May-10 June 1965 arc from simultaneous obscrvations of 
colonies B13, B14, B15, B16, and B18. Data for 10 June-10 Scptcmber arc from obsclvations 
of colony B38. Each bar indicates the composition of all solid loads obscrvcd during the 10 
days spanned by the width of thc bar. 
Quantitative variations in nutrition indicated by Figure 7b seem to 
explain much of the variation in length of larval period not accounted for 
by tcmperature variation (Figure 10). If the B38 season is divided into high-, 
low- and medium-nutrition periods as indicated in Figure 7, individuals 
spending the majority (more than half) of their larval periods in each 
trophic condition Fall together on the temperature vs. larval time scatter 
diagram (Fig. 10). Thus temperature and trophic differences account for 
much of the observed variation in length of larval period. 
Tlle apparent diKcrence in slope of lines drawn (visually) through the 
high and low nutrition groups (Fig. 10) may indicate a greater sensitivity of 
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FIG. 9. Scasor~al cl~ange in co~nposition of adult population (P. f u s c a l ~ ~ s  colony B38). 
Nulnbers arc of n~arkcd adults of cacli category. WOI-kcrs are ferllalcs which foragcd during 
tllcir rccortlctl liistories on tllc nest. 
low nutrition larvae to temperature differences; or it may be an artifactual 
consequence cri the smaller and higher temperature range of the low 
ilutrition sample. 
Inclivicluals which were pupae at relatively high temperatures (average 
ternpcrature during pupal period greater than 21°C.) and were larvae 
[luring periods of low worker/larva ratio had shorter pupal periods than 
individuals in the other three combinations of high and low temperature 
and trophic conditions shown in Table 8. Conversely, individuals which 
were pupae at relatively low temperatures and had relatively high larval 
nutrition had long pupal periods (Table 8). 
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TABLE 8 
INTERACTION OF TEMPERATURE D RING PUPAL PERIOD AND LARVAL NUTRITION AS 
DEIERMINANTS OF DURATION OF PUPAL PERIOD IN P. f t~scatz~s (B38-1964) 
Mean Tcmperatu~c Lalval Nutrition1 
l h l i n g  Pupal Pcriod I-Iigh Low 
(Duration of pupal peliod) 
-- - .- - - 
<21°C. 18 5 days 16.8 days 
(6) (14) 
>21°C. 23.6 d a ~ s  21.7 days 
-- - 
(10) - - (7) 
1 Laival nutrition levels ("high" and "low") are based on the zones of Figure 8. "High 


























pupal tcmperaturc). "Low larval nutrition" pupae pupated before 5 July (high pupal 
ternpcrature) and between 22 and 26 July (low pupal temperature). 
. . ... . . . 
I I 
15 2 0 25 
Mean dally temperature d u r ~ n g  larval p e r ~ o d  ("C) 
FIG. 10. Dulation of larval stage and mean daily tcmpciaturc d u ~ i n g  larval pcl~ot i  
(P. fzircntus colony 038). Symbols indicate nutritional pcliod ( F ~ g u ~ e  8) duling which 
the individual spent the majority of its laival stage: solid circlcs-"l~igll" lalval uutri 
tion (larvae 24 July-18 August); open circles-"medium" larval nutlition (larvae 22 J u n e  
14 July); solid squares-"low" larval nutrition (larvae 3 July-31 July). Correlation cocfi~lcnt 
of duration of larval stagc and mean daily temperature: -0.50. 
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Of 30 individuals (22 males and 8 females) sexed as they emerged during 
the period when both sexes were emerging on B38, total developinent times 
are known for only 16. Ten males which emerged between 12 and 19 
August had a mean total development time ol 45.5 days (range: 41-48 
days), which is slightly below the overall mean of 48 days for that period. 
Six fcmales which emergecl over a wider and later period (15 August-3 
September) hacl a mean total development time of 48.2 days (range: 44- 
55 days). 
T h e  mean pupal time lor 11 males which emerged 11-19 August 
was 20.1 days (range: 18-22 days), the same as the overall mean for that 
date, However, two-thirds of the individuals emerging during that period 
were males, so the comparison ol the two figures clocs not prove an absence 
oE sex differences in developmental times. 
Mean pupal time for live females which emerged 19 August-3 September 
was 23.8 days (range: 19-27 clays). During that period the average pupal 
time rose from 22 to 28 days, so the all-feinale sample fell within the values 
ol the mixed sample. 
This small sample ol sexed individuals does not indicate any malked 
dillel-ence in developmental rate bctween males ant1 females. Nor was there 
any bimodality evident in tlie developmental rates of any stage, or any sug- 
gestion ol two classcs ol individuals with respect to any ol the analyses of 
brood development presented above. 
SEASONAL CHANGE IN SEX RATIO OF EMERGING BROOD.--All of the first 
thirty aclult offspring of colony K38 were females (Fig. 11). The  first male 
emerged on 27 July, and males and kna le s  emerged concurrently from that 
date until 10 September, altcr which no males were present on the nest and 
the lew emerging adults were females. 
All oC these individuals were progeny of one female, the only observed 
egg layer on the nest until she disappeared on 30 July. Eggs prodnced 
after that date dicl not develop to adulthood. 
The  date of appearance of the first male, 27 July, is at the point of 
upward inflection of the curve describing adult emergence rate (Fig. 12B). 
Since the latter curve was parallel to that describing nest growth during 
the unextrapolated (directly observed) portions of the curves (Fig. 12B), 
ancl thc queen lays one egg in cach new cell soon after its initiation, the 
adult emergence ratc reflects the ovipo~ilion rate ol approximately 48 days 
(the mean total clevelopment time) behre. This suggests that male-pro- 
ducing eggs were laid a t  a time of suclclen increase in thc oviposition rate 
ol the queen. Furthermore the proportion of males among marked aclults 
was directly proportional to the estimated oviposition rate when the eggs 
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lrroducing them were laic1 (Fig. 13). Assuming that there was no sex bias in 
111c marking procedure during the period oS concurrent male and female 
emergence, and insolar as emergence rate reflects oviposition rate, there was 
;i strong positive correlation between oviposition rate and the proportion oS 
male eggs produced by the R38 queen. 
This relationship of oviposition race ancl sex ratio is like that found 
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FIG. 11. Seasonal changc it1 cornposition of cmcrging brood (P. f z ~ s c a l ~ ~ s  colony B38). 
Adults marked during preceding five-day period. "Workers" foragcd drlrirlg their recorded 
historics on the nest; "non-workers" did not. 
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FIG. 12. Cololly g~owth  (P. fu~cnlz ts  colony B38). " A  indic'ttcs rate of nest growth by 








consider ovilrosition rate an important determinant of the sex ratio among 
Hymcnoptera. He suggested chat (haploid) males are produced at higher 
oviposition rates because the spermatllecal glarld may not secrete tlre sperm- 
activaling fluid fast enough to enable sperm to contact every egg. 
Spradbery (1965) reports that male production coinciclcs with the peak 
in the ovipositim rate in VespuZa colonies but is not sure of the extent 
to which worker eggs contribute to male production. 
SEASONAL CHANGF IN BEHAVIOR OF EMERGING F E M A L E . ~ . - T ~ ~ ~ ~  are two 
behaviorally distinct groups among the adult female offspring ol a P. 
fzlscaius colony: workers, which are aggressive toward intruders, sit dis- 
ljersecl on the nest face even on cool nights, and bring foragecl loads to the 
nest; and non-workers, which move away rather than attacking when ap- 
proached, frequently sit in clusters on the nest top, and return unladen 
after trips from the nest. 
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All females marked 25 June-24 July were workers. On 26 and 27 July 
live lemdles were marked: two foraged and three did not. After 27 July 
all markcd leinalcs were non-workers througl~out heir recorded histories on 
~ h c  parental nest (Fig. 11). 
The  same behavioral difference between early- and late-emerged females 
was evident on three locality L colonies observed in 1966. All ol the 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
MEAN EGGS PER DAY 
FIG. 13. Ovipoqition rate and sex ratio of progeny (P. fuscatzrs colony B38). Oviposit~on 
late (cggs/day) "A" and "B" estimated by counting new cclls ancl vacated pupal cells 
(emply cclls genelasly receive onc egg soon aftcr being initiated or vacated). Oviposition 
late "C" cstimatccl using adult enleigcncc iatc (we text p. 13). Sex ratio estir~lntetl f r o t ~ ~  
numbeia of males and fc~nales marked during a pciiod 45 days (approximately one total 
clcvelopmenl pcliod) aftcr oviposition pcriod as follows: A-eggs laid 10 May-10 June 
(cxtrapolatcd f ~ o m  emergence dates), adults m a ~ k c d  25 June-25 July; B-eggs laid 20 
lunc-5 July, adults malked 5-20 August; C-eggs laid 5 July-25 August, adults rnarkcd 
20 August-5 Srptcrnber. 
females present on 19 July were marked. When the nests were observcd [or 
two hours on 31 August there were 62 unmarked (probably most emerged 
after 19 July) females and only 13 marked individuals present. Yet all of 
the observcd foraging was done by nine marked females and one small un- 
marked individual with battered wings (an old female, possibly missed 
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during marking or emerged soon alter). The  marked females were strikingly 
more active and agg~essive than the unmarked ones, which rested on the 
nest LOP and in groups ofi the nest. 
Deleui ance (1949, 1952a) noted seasonnl separation in P. gnllzczls of pi o- 
duction ol two kinds of lemales: workers, and "iondatrices-fil1es"-late- 
emerged, lethargic non-loragers which he considered to be in reproduc- 
tive (ovarian) diapause during late summer. The  behavioral differences 
between woikers ancl non-workc~s are indeed ol the kind which might be 
associated with differences in reproduct~ve (ovarian or hormonal) physiology 
in Polistr~: worker5 a1 e aggressive and pal licipatc in building and brood 
tare-they are more like queens than 2ue non-workers, which are pas- 
sive, subordinate and do not built1 or lordge. Although workers have 
greatly reduced ovaries, usually cornplctely devoid of visible oocytes, 
it is possible that they have active neurosecletoly systems which affect 
their behavior even though ovarian development (yolk deposition) is re- 
pressed through work. Although worker honey bees (Apis  mellifera Lin- 
naeus) have greatly reduced ovaries, their corpora allata are as large as 
or larger than those ol queens, and when brood cells are absent egg pro- 
duction by workers begins (Wigglesworth, 1954). Formigoni (1956) showed 
that worker honeybees have a neurosecretoly cycle with behavioral cor- 
rel'ttes: neurosecretory p ~ o d u c ~  in the perikaryons of the pars intercerebralis 
(a site of secretions which act on the reproductive system) is low at the time 
of imaginal ecdysis, high in nurses and young foragers, intermediate in 
ventilator bees and wax workers, ancl absent in old inactive workers and at 
the onset ol hibernation. Polistes workers sometimes go through a cycle of 
ovaiian clcvelopment and reglession with age (Paldi, 1946), suggesting that 
they too rnay have such a ncurosccretoly cycle. The  absence of such a cycle in 
non-workers may account For their inactivity. 
Whether a female will be a worker or a non-workel nlust be deter~ninecl 
cithcr before emergence or sho~tly therealter, since 13 of 14 wolkers present 
on B38 aktcr 1 August foraged alter that date even though none of the 
newly-emerged females did so. 
Queen disappearance ancl the ernelgence of the f i~s t  male coincided with 
the changeover lrom worker to non-worker emergence on B38 and may 
lrave caused or been associated with the cause ol that change. These events 
occurred in the Iollowing sequence: 
26 July-Emergence of first non-workei . 
27 July-Emc~gcnce ol last wo~ker and first male. 
29 July-Queen last seen (not present 30 July). 
In  view of the queen's role as a foraging stimulator, the aggressive ~ o l i ~ i t ; ~ -  
tion ol an active qucen may induce newly-emerged female? to begin 
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foraging, and i t  is possible that females do not begin foraging behavior i f  
the queen is absent or inactive. 
T h e  concurlent emergence of males and non-woiker females, ancl the 
relationship of oviposition rate and sex ratio on colony B38 (Fig 13) ht 
Flanders' (1946, 1962) hypothesis that the rate of egg deposition may tletei- 
mine caste as well as sex ratio in social Hymenoptera. Flanders suggested 
that eggs deposited at a slow rate ale subject to oosoiption and inny be 
deficient in the nutritive m,~terials iequired for development into the fall- 
type female. Wilson (1955) ci I ticized application of Flanders' hypothesis 
to ants on the grounds that in those insects polymo~phisin is generally :I 
function of s ix ,  which can be alterecl greatly by varying the amount and 
kind of food given the larvae. However, this algurnent tloes not eliminnte 
the pos~ibility that behnuioral cayte characteristics are affected tllliing the 
egg stage. 
T h e  behavioral difference between eally and late eineiging females i \  
apparently not clue to a quantitative di8elcnce in food civen the two sets of 
larvae. Three of the 32 wo~kers on R38 hnd laival pel iods entirely within 
the "medium" larval nutrition peiiod (Fig. 7) and thur received amount$ 
of food comparable to those of non-woikei s having all or pal t of their 
larval period in the "low" nutritional 7one o l  10-25 July (Fig. 7). 
SEASONAL CHANGE IN CASTE-C~RRFLAT~D h l o ~ r r o r  ocu -Durine late Tune 
and Tuly, when all emerging females are workers (Fig.. I I ) ,  the queen is 
usually distingl~isllecl from the workers of a colony by her larqer si7e and 
browner coloration. Fuithermore, the non-workeis resemble the queen in 
size and coloration. 
I n  orcler to investigate the natuie and amount of morphological cliffer- 
ence between queens and workers, I examined the sile ant1 color of (1'1 over- 
wintered females (potential queens') collected 22 Match-17 Tune 1964 in 
hibernacula, in flight and on newly-founded nests at localities D, I, K and 
0, (2) unfertili~ed (probably worker) females collected 27 July 1965 on 
six emergence-enlargement stage nests at locality N, and (3) females which 
emerged in the laboratory during August from pupal cells present in the 
nests of group (2) (above) when they were collected. 
I estimated body length by measuring wing length on the longe\t diagonal 
from tip to tegulym, whit11 correlates (r = f0.87; N = 45) with body length 
-head plus IongeSt part of lateral thorax plus sum of lengths of abtlominal 
tergites. Coloration was expressed as a "colo~ scoie" based on the coloi 
of 15 partr of the exoskeleton: clypeus, genn, fions, thoiacic pleuia, pi o- 
notum, scutum, sct~tellum, metanotum, propodeum, and the terga and stel na 
of the six abdominal segments. T h e  value of the index for a given individual 
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TABLE 9 
SIII: AND COLOR O r  ~LI \ I I \LES  PRODUCED BY SCVI N N ~ S I S  IN EARLY AND MID S U A ~ M E R  
(P. Izucatus) 
M L ~ I I  Mean 
Wulg I cngtll Color 
Erne] gcncc Dntc N (mm ) '3 D. Scoi e S D. 
- . - - 
Junc-July 82 13.03 .67 -1.21 3.74 
August 8 5 11 89 .7 3 +3.37 2.95 
(Foundicsscs) (97) (14 30) (."2) (4.30) 
- - - -- 
(+2.44) 
eqnals tlle number ol blown-bearing parts minus the number of yellow- 
bearing parts. Thus  a positive color score denotes an 1nc1ividu;rl which i< 
mole brown than yellow, a negative score more yellow than brown. 
T h e  overwintered females llatl a greater mean wing-length and higher 
~os i t ive  (brown) coloi store tllan did the early-emerged fenialc~ (Table 9). 
T h e  clistributions overlapped bro'rtlly ;is shown by the standard deviations 
(Table 9) and Fig. 14. 
T h e  s i ~ e  and color di i le~ cnces o f  the two groups a p p a ~  ently represent 
a gradual seasonal dlnnge in  thc cllaracteriatics ot the emerging brood. 
August eineigences-group (3) above-had a mean wing length intermediate 
between those of their eai lie1 -emc~ get! siste~ s and tlle overwintered females 
(Table 9). T h e  high color score of  he August females (t3.37) compared 
Pre-August ?s - n Foundresses - 
A 
WING LENGTH IN MM 
FIG. 14. Wing Icngtl~ of ovcrwi~~terccl and early-suinmcl females (P. fuscutus). Open 
iiianglc incli~atcs wing length of Lllc queen of colotly N1, captured 27 July 1965; 
solitl triangle indicate5 wing length of a worker of the same colouy. 
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to that of the oveiwintered females (+2.44) is probably attributable to the 
relatively high mean score (+4.5; n = 4) of the parental queens of those 
females. 
Figure 15 indicates the magnitude of the change within colonies. The  
distributions of color and size values within colonies are continuous and 
do  not form temporally discrete groups. 
Thus morphological differences between queens and workers are probably 
clue to the [act that queens are generally (perhaps always) females produced 
late in the colony cycle, whereas workers are relatively early-emerged. That  
is, queens and workers in P. fzlscntzrs probably represent two ends of :I 
~norphological continuum, only one of which survives the winter. 
T h e  seasonal increase in si7e of emelging females is probably due to 
seasonal increase in the amount of food given larvae like chat described for 
colony B38 (Fig. 7). Quantitative seasonal change in larval nutrition causes 
caste-correlated variation in s i x  of adult females in other social insects, 
e.g., bumblebees (Cumber, 1949; Free, 1955), vespine wasps (Spradbery, 
1965) and halictine bees (Knerer and Atwood, 1966). 
SIGNIFICANCE OF SEASONAT VARIATION I  SIZE AND BEHAVIOR 01. EMERGING 
I;FMALES.--Females which emelge lace in summer are Illole likely to become 
ncxt year's queens than are earlier-emerging iemales because (1) they are 
more likely to be non-workers, thus less likely to expend energy or receive 
injuries than are foragers in their frequent trips from the nest, and (2) they 
are on an average better nourished (larger in size) and therefore enter 
hibernation with greater enelgy reserves for winter survival and spring 
egg production. All of the six B38 progeny bearing individually distinctive 
marks when observecl in founcliess associations had been non-workers on 
the parental nest. 
Sonle of the variation in ovaly s i ~ e  ancl clominnnce noted among 
foundresscs and crucial to queen determination on newly founded nests 
may be due to nut1 itional cliffel ences among siblings emerging at different 
times on the parental nest. 
While seasonal changes in behavior and size may thus both aIfect caste, 
they appear to be independently determined, large size and lack of foraging 
behavior occurring together in late-emerging females due to the seasonal 
coincidence of these c h a ~  acteristics. 
SIZE AND COMPOSITION o r ADULT BROOD PRODUCED BY COLONY 1338.-On 
nest B38, 234 pupal cells wele vacated from 25 June to 4 October (Fig. 12B). 
Adults sometimes lemove cell caps and consume pupae. However, this was 
appai ently infrequent on 1338. Th l  ce observecl instances left cell walls 
ragged ant1 short ~vheie they were chewed by the cannibalizing females, and 
Wing length (mm.) 
1.1~. 15. Intia colorly variation in wing lcrlgth of fernales emerging f~orn SIX nests before 
and drlrirrg August (I-'. I~rtcat~r\ ,  locality N). Solid bars-untcltilized fenlalcs on ncst whcn 
tollct~cd on 27 July 19G5. O~>crl ba~s-pupae on 27 July, clncrged it1 laboratory during 
A~rgusl. Solicl tlianglc-wirrg lcngth of foundlcss queen (female containing matulc oocytes, 
flncl \perm in spritnatllcta). 
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such cllewing was not evident elsewhere on the nest. Therefore the recorded 
number of vacated pupal cells probably i~pproximates the total number of 
adults ~~roducecl by the colony. This number, 234, was near the number of 
cells (251) composing the nest when additions ceased on 31 July. Twenty- 
three of the nest's 251 cells produced two aclults and 46 cells produced none. 
All observed Coragers were marked, and since the number of marked 
adults Tor the period of worker emergence tallies with the number of 
emerge8nces (vacated pupal cells) for that period, tlle estimatecl size ol the 
worker population (32) is probably quite accurate. 
T h e  numb8er of non-foraging aclults (males and leinales) marked is un- 
doubtedly lower than the number produced because they emerged at a 
relatively high rate, often clustered out of sight on the nest top, and stayed 
on the nest a relatively short time (mean duration o l  stay on nest lor marked 
workers = 22.8 days; non-workmer females = 8.5 clays; males = 4.7 days). 
However, the sex ratio of non-foraging marked adults probably reflects that 
of the emerging brood since the behavior of both sexes during the period 
of their concurrent emergence was similar. 
The  estimated conlposi~ion oP the adult brood of colony B38 was as 
follows (Table 10): 
workers 32 (14 per cent) 
non-worker Ecmales 92 (39 per cent) 
inales 1 10 (47 per cent) 
KFFI.C rs 01. GI. S S A ~ I O N  Oh REPRODUCTION BY THl? @JEI:N.-T~~ abrupt 
halt in growth of colony B38 (Fig. 12A) occurred on 30 July, the date of 
disappearance 01 the queen. Althor~gll two females, one a former worker 
TABLE 10 
PRO~uc~l10N OF WORKERS, MALES AND ~\'ON-WORKERS I N  P. f l l ~ c a t l l ~  
( C o 1 . o ~ ~  B38, 25 JUNE-4 OCTOBER 1964) 
- - 
Estimated total adults (vacated pupal cells) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  234 (a) 
Mal-ked adults: Workers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  92 (b) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Non-workers 62 ( 4  
Malcs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75 (d) 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  169 (4 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Malc/Non-Worker ratio (tnarkcd adults) 1.2:l (0 
Estirnatcd total Malcs (a - 1)) x 1.2 
- -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2.2 1'0 (g) 
Non-wol-kcrs (a - b - g) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  92 (h) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Overall ratio Malcs/total Females 0.88:l (i) 
- -- 
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marked on 27 June  and the other a recently-emerged non-worker marked 
on 26 July, laid eggs on 11 and 13 August respectively, their activity dicl 
not regenerate colony growth. - 
Workeis cantined to attend larvae in the absence of the queen, and most 
eggs (18 ol SO) laid d u ~ i n g  the last week ol oviposition by the queen pro- 
duced individuals which e\entually pupated. Howevei, the brood ,gradually 
declined as adults emergccl and cells were lelt emply. 
As observed by Parcli (194%) in  P. g a l l l c ~ i ~ ,  nest growth sometimes 
continues, .~lthough at a reduced rate, lollowing queen  emo oval. An observed 
egg layer was taken lrom each ol three nests (LI, LS, L4) on 18 July 1966. 
Dissection proved each to have developed ovaries and sperm in the sperma- 
theca, indicating that all had been lounclre~s queens. Forty-four days later 
(31 qug~ls t )  the nests had increased an average of 25 per cent above their 
size a t  queen removal, whereas four control nests (queens not removed) 
increased an average o l  86 per cent during the same period (Fig. 1 G ) .  Con- 
tinued growth of experimental nests was evidently due to (1) establishment 
of substitute queens, observed ovipositing on nests 13 and L4 one week 
alter queen removal, and (2) new cell initiation by workers, which would 
account lor the addition ol 12 eggless cells to nest 1,1. 
Dissection of a substitute queen takcn irom LS on 26 July levealed 36 
oocytes and n o  spelm in the spcrmathec't. Following he1 remokal, further 
new cells appeared on nest LS. Presum'lbly other females began to oviposit 
and initiate new cells. 
A subs~itute queen market1 on nest L4 on 2 August was absent on 9 
August; the nest t l ~ d  not grow subsequently. 
New cell addition had ceased and the brood decllnc had begun on nest A1 
on 29 August 19G5 even though the queen was still piesent. However there 
were many empty tells on the nest ~ndicnting that she was no  longer laying 
cggs. Dissection showed that she hat1 large but degenerating ovmiec, with 
five mature eggs having yellow spots and  spotty opaque areas, in contrast 
to the homogencous whiteness ol the eggs ol active queens. 
These observations indicate that absence 01 a reprodr~ctively active 
female leads to cessation ol new cell atltlition and eventual brood decline, 
suggesting that colony termination, like its initiation, is determined by the 
1 eprocluctivc behavior of the queen. 
All seven nests of Figure IG grew vel y littlc a l t e ~  9 August. Cold and 
rainy weathe~ [luring the week 9-1G August probably accounted for some 
ot the lack of building activity during that week. However none of the 
nests increased in size after 31 August. T h e  evidcntly synchronous decline 
of these colonies sugge5ts that there may be some exti insic control of the 
timing of the reproductive death 01 P. fzisratzls queens. 
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FIG. 16. EtCcct of queen removal on nest growth (I?. fuscatus). An obsc~vcd cgg-laycr was 
taken from each of the t l~rcc  cxpc~imcntal ne\ts on IS July 19FG. Substitute queens wele 
obselvctl on nests 1,s and Id 1 (see text p. 53). 
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BEIIAVIOR OF M A L L S . - T ~ ~  behavior of males on the nest is in some 
respects like that of  he non-worker lemales. They often sit low and 
immobile on the nest top or periphery, sometimes leaving the nest but 
returning loadless, and solicit and receive food ancl fluids (but not pulp) 
Srom associates. In  addition they sometimes attempt copulation with both 
lemales and males, mounting, abdomen slroking, and sometimes even ex- 
truding tllc genitalia; but lhese encounters usually end with the wasp 
moving away and 1 have never seen copulation completecl (genitalia firmly 
attached) on the nest in P. f~lscatus. Males lrequcntly fan their wings when 
it is hot, thus contributing to the cooling ol the nest (Steiner, 1932). I 
once saw a fz~scalus malc dispensing ;r food load to larvae; and males 
rcgularly collect larval fluid. 
During the mid-August peak of male abundance (Fig. 9), male-chasing 
is a conspicuous leature ol behavior on the nest. T h e  scurrying of males 
with wolkers in pursuit, olten pulling at a male's hind leg clamped in their 
mandibles, gives the colony a disrupted appearance, al t l~ougl~ workers 
continue to lorage ancl attend the brood. Male-chasing sometimes occurs 
oll the nest. I once saw a female approach nest Al, then land near a crack 
where a male had been sitting for more than an hour. The  female attacked 
the male until he left. 
Alter a period of abundance tllcrc is a quite sudden absence of males. 
This occurred on colony 1338 on 3 September 1964 (Fig. 9). On 29 August 
19G5 there were many inales on both ncsts A1 and G2; but a week later 
(5 Septembcr) only two were visible on G2 and none on Al.  After these 
clates only newly-emerged males, recogni/ed by their slow movements and/or 
lack of a paint mark, were seen on tlle ncsts. Probably the "sudden" dis- 
appearance of the males was due to their leaving the nest soon after 
emergence, and a decrease in rate 01 male emergence (Fig. 11). 
MOBBING OF RETURNED F o ~ ~ ~ ~ R s . - D u r i n g  the period of male and non- 
worker emergence the adult population on the nest grows at its fastest rate 
(Figs. 9 and 12), yet the forager population is steadily declining (Fig. 9) and 
therelore the ratio ol soliciting non-loraging adults to workers rises. Per- 
haps due to the consequent scarcity of foraged food, returning workers 
are sometimes mobbed by soliciting aclults on post-enlargement nests. In 
one such instance on nest Al (4 September 1965) a single load of food 
material was shared by eight adult females, with none being fed to larvae. 
Mobbing of foragers is commoil on waning nests whereas during tllc period 
ol nest enlargement moist loads are divided among only two or three adults. 
BROOD D ~ s ~ R u c ~ ~ o ~ . - D u r i n g  the post-enlargement period females on 
nests G1 and I338 pulled larvae and pupae horn cells ("abortive behavior") 
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and divlcletl them among nestlnatcs, fed bits to l ; ir~ae, or dropped them 
of1 the ~lest.  All of thc lour observed instances of abortive behavior occurred 
on or after 18 August, ant1 after the cessatioil of ovipusition by the foundress 
queens. One of t l ~ e  females which aborted a pupa on nest B38 was a former 
worker latcr observed ovipositing; the one abortion observed on nest G1 
was by the loundress queen. One aborted individual was moribund or dead 
-clis~olored antl unmoving. Others ;ippeared normal and moved when 
pullet1 from their cells, whilc apparently similar inclividuals in adjacent 
cells were spared. 
Deleurance (1948b, 1952b, 1955) has observetl widespread abortive be- 
l lavio~ in I-'. gallzrirc and considers it an important characteristic of waning 
colonies. I-Ie distingu~shes two phases or blood production in P. gallzc7is: the 
early brootl ( " c o ~ v ~ ~ i n  normal") is colnposed of healthy individuals which 
develop normally; the second ("couvain abortif") contains individuals which 
usually tlevclop nbnorrnally, ; I I ~  subject to bacterial infections, and are 
removed lrom the~r  cells ant1 tonsumetl b y  'idults, the rare adults produced 
being generally 'ibnorlnal. Deleurnnce considers the advent of the abortive 
brood, and the accompanying change in the bchavior of adults (which begin 
to fight, destroy blood and eventually abandon the nest) important events 
in  the natuial clecllne o l  the colony. 
1 have not observed such phases in P. f7isralzis. There was no large-scale 
brood destruction on colony B38 antl no  evidence 01 it on other nests 
observed during 1,ttc sumnlel. 'I he only cilcumstance in which I have 
observed brood abortion on thc scale dercl  bed by Deleurance is on colonies 
brought into the laboiatoiy, in which ntrirrial loraging and egg layinq wtlc 
consequently disiupted. However I ll'ive observed heightened ag~grcssivene~s 
among workeis following queen I ernoval in both 1'. f7iscal7rs and P. cana- 
t l ~ n ~ i s ,  as ditl Nlorimoto (1'36 lb) in P o l z s t ~ ~  thznellsis; ;inti in P. tanadenszs 
eggs and larvae sl11 ivcl and 'ire rernoved Following queen clysfl~nctioa or 
absence. 
Deleurnnc c does not mention h'tving considel-ctl the presence or absence 
or reproductive contlition or thc queen at the onset of tlie couvain abortif, 
and ~ l l i s  cannot be tlctluted lionl his descriptions oC the condition of 
observation colonies, sonie ol which (an unspecified proportion) were 
mainlainecl in the laborntoiy. 
Numerous attempts at exljlanation of the phenomenon (e.g., consitler- 
ations of age 01 ovipo5iting female, quantitative and qualitative change in 
nutrition, changing secretions of aging workers, and inicrobial infections) 
have been inconclusive: "Quclle que soit l'origine du  phenomkne, l'exis- 
tence du  couvain abortif che7 le Poliste s'oppose, notamment par ses 
si.quelles, A la  pkrennitd de la socibtk" (Deleurance, 1955, p. 301). 
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DROP M~rtr~c.-Malcs and females of waning colonies and in aggregrations 
off the nest in autumn sometimes sit immobile with a drop of clear liquid 
on the mouthparts. '1 lle chop ieinains for as long as five minutes, then is 
slowly withdrawn. One fcmalc ol colony A1 observed closcly ior thirty 
minutes on 23 September 1965 exllcletl and withdrew drops ten times, the 
average cluration ok a drop on the mouthparts being 108 seconcls (range: 
51-280 scconcls). As a drop is withdrawn the mouthparts move in ,I 
chewing motion, and the wasp sometimes shifts position slightly; then it 
becomes immobile ag,tin, opens the mantlibles ancl exudes another drop 
with a pumping motion of the abdomen. 
Passing wasps do not seem to ~ e a c t  to the presence of a drop on the 
1nouthp;lrts oC another individual. When a drop-making individual is 
approached or bumpctl it immecliately draws the drop into its mouth. 
Dcle~~r ,~nce  (195%) noticecl thnt autumn iemales of P. galliczls are "lor- 
cibly crammed" with honey, which they regurgitate and swallow all day. 
T h e  drops I have tasted are sweet, ancl drop making may save  to concen- 
trate dissolvetl sugars by evaporation, thus increasing the energy/volume 
ratio o l  food held in the clop during a period of decreasing food availability. 
This behavior is similar to that ol honeybees, which concentrate nectar by 
sucking it in and out oxcr thc surfacc of the tongue before storing it in ,I 
cell (Richards, 1961). 
I1IIR-TIIDERNATION t\GGIII?GATIONS AND MATING 
At night and on cool days during late summer and autumn most of the 
lew atlults on the fact of the nest are workers. Non-worker females and 
males cluster on tllc nest top. On w'rrm days the clusters Arc relatively 
dispersed ant1 many '~tllxlts sit on surlaccs near the nest as wcll as on it. 
Adults marked on observation colonies Al,  B38, GI, and L1 and subse- 
quently lound in nearby clusters frcqucntly reappeared on tllc parental 
nests where they sat and solicited from nestmates, then rejoined the off-nest 
clusters. Some marked wasps were fount1 in the same clusters for several 
wecks and flew from and returned to tllem as they would to a nest. 
Beginning in mid-August clusters appear away from the nest, often 
in cracks and on old abaildoned nests. At first such clusters contain mostly 
males. Later both sexes begin to sit oK the nest. I n  dark place the clusters 
persist even on warm days. On  17 September 1965 females remained clus- 
tered in a very warm (34°C.) but dark barn, and clusters also persist in 
cracks and above nests on warm clays. This indicates that low temperature 
alone does not account for autumn clustering. 
I n  1'. fzlscatz~s mating aggregations cllaracteristically occur on and near 
sunl~t  sir uc ttu es somcwhat i emoved 11 0x1 dntl 111gl1 wit 11 i espect to sui i ountl- 
ing objects, and nenr hlhernation sites. One shed at local~ty S has been n 
mating site annually lor l o u ~  years (1902-1966). I havc looked for nests 
cach year in and on this shed but have found none; nor have I seen wasps 
t h e ~ e  (luring summcl Howeve1 during autumn many females crawl in 
and out 01 cracks ncar the loof; and in early spring 1961 large numbers 
of overwinte~ed females carne to a mercuiy vapor lamp placed in the 
doorway or the shed, ~ndicatlng that they wcie roncentratecl in that area 
beloie building ncsts. At localities R,  G and K mating activity occurred near 
trevlces on the south sides o l  barns. 
Sexually responcive inales (males observed 11u1 suing other indivicluals and 
attempting copulation) oft en sit near cracks t h ~  ough which females enter 
hibcrnacula. Unlike malcs on the nest, ~ l l i c h  'tic characte~istically p'lssive 
ancl unaggressive, they sit with body and wings raised, tilting their planai 
yellow latec at anything which movcs neaiby, and puisuing other indivicl- 
ual, (malcs and lemales) in flight and on foot. Pairs of grappling wasps 
frequently La11 to thc ground, the male pe~loiining stloking movements 
with thc abdomen and extr~tding the genitalia. 
Females usually react aggressively to the copulatory atteinpts of males. 
They struggle violently until free, then ily away, whereupon the male 
usually returns directly to the sitting place where he had been before. In 
one instance when a lelnale was relatively passive (walking slowly as the 
male mountecl and perlormccl the abclome~l stiokes) the abdomens of the 
two wasps seemecl to be connected for about ten seconds. Usually, however, 
no stich connectioil can be seen, ancl it was not possible to determine 
whether a particular grappling encounter iesulted in copulation. 
Mating sometimc~ occurs in hibcrnac~~lum-like cavities. At locality G 
I was able to look into a crevice entered by several females. Insidc were six 
lemales and one male. A second male flew directly to the opening ant1 
cnterecl the cavity. One of the feinales bit at him briefly, whereupon the 
male copulated with her. Tlie genitalia were attached for several seconds 
and the male pelformed a series of rapid antenna1 vibrations while in 
copulo. 
I saw mating activity in the same cavity several times between 5 and 28 
September 1965. The  males ancl feinales present on 5 September were 
marked and some 1-einainecl there throughout this period. II Polistes jz~scatz~s 
femalcs mate more than once, persistence of such a mating group wol~lcl 
tend to reduce the number ol males inseminating a given female. 
Nlarked iuales and fcmales of the locality G mating cavity occasionally 
visited 2 large waning nest (G2) about three leet away, and may have 
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originated there. However, the larger mating aggregations are unclo~~bteclly 
composetl of more than one colony. I have seen marked B38 adults with 
many unmarked wasps of both sexes in an aggregation on the south 
window of a greenhouse abo~l t  fifty yards from the parental nest. 
I n  order to observe the movements involved in mating I partially 
immobilizer1 a female captured at  the locality S shed by fastening it  to 
a stick with "tacky wax" (a mixture of paraffin, beeswax and yellow rosin) 
as shown in Fig. Ifa. T h e  Iemale co~~lc l  move her legs, I~eacl, wings and 
abdomen, but coulcl not fly. I pushed this female toward a male which 
hacl just fallen to tlle shed floor with a free female which quickly flew 
away. T h e  male immediately grasped the captive female and copulated 
as shown in Fig. 17. A sequence of 25 still pictures of this copulation 
(duration: about 30 seconds) and high speed (64 ftlsec) motion picture5 
FIG. 17. Copulation of partially immobilized female and untethered male (P. ftucatus). a- 
Partially immobilized fcmale can move head, abdomen, and appendages, but cannot fly. b- 
Initial grasping of female's abdomen with male's claspers. The  sting of the fcmale pro- 
truclcs f1.0111 the tip of her abdomen. c-Antenna1 vibrations. The  male's antennae oc- 
casionally movc up and down in unison, with rapid vibrations on the downstroke. d-Posi- 
tion of male's parameres during copulation. 
of another (dt~ration: 20 seconcls) showetl the following movements by tlie 
male to be involved in coy~ulation in P. f~iscntzls: 
1. Abdornell-stroking. The  male, mounted directly above the leinale 
ancl with head in line with hers, arches and llexes his abdomen u p  and 
down against both sides ol the female's abdomen. 
2. Extrusion of the genitalia. 
3. Grasping or the lemale's al~donlen wit11 the claspers (~~aranieres), after 
(or perhaps as) she extrucles Iier sting (Fig. 17bj. 
4.. Rhythmic series ol antenna1 vibrations, with botli antennae moving 
simultaneously up  and down in front ol the female, vibrating very rapidly 
on the downsuoke (Fig. 17c). Antenna1 vibrations occurred sporadically 
during the filmed copulation, and ditl not seem coordinated with any other 
particular movement of the pair. 
5. Grasping of the female's antennae with the curved tips of the male's 
antennae. 
T h e  inale sometimes held his antennae tlown in front of the feinale 
and antennal grasping occurrecl ~ ~ h c n  they contacted those of the fem;~le, 
to wl~icll he responded by curling ancl lifting his antennae against hers. 
Weyrauch (1928) observed that in the courtship of P. d1,bius Kohl ant1 P. 
opinabilis Kohl (= P. bigllln7is Fabricius) the male's antennae beat on the 
tops o'f the female's antennae, ant1 that the "rings" formed by his terminal 
antennal scginents encircle the female's antennae ancl are pulled along them 
from base to tip. A similar description is given by Yosl~ikawa (1963b) for 
P. fad7uipe ancl P. yokc~l~nlnnc Radaszkowsky. This use of the antennae by 
Polistes males may be llomologous with the antennal grasping observed in 
Odyne,-zrs spi~lipes Linnaeus (Euinenidae) by Chapman (1870): the male's 
antennae "are directed straight forwards, their curled extremities seizing tlie 
scapes ol the antennae of the female" (p. 214). Some other eumenids (e.g., 
Ezlm,cnes) have sharply-hooked antennae probably used in a similar way. 
Antennal movements appear to play an important role in the court- 
ship of various wasps. Barrass (1960) found tliat the female Mol-rr7,oniello 
vitripennis (Walker) (Pteromalidae) must depress her antennae (a lnotion 
accompanied by abdomen erection) for copulation to occur, and that 
antenna-less females do  not copulate. Antennal tapping by males on the 
head or antennae of females occurs in the eumenine wasp Ancisrrocel-2,s 
antilope (Panzer) (Cooper, 1955) and in the sphecids Anznzopllila canzpestl-is 
Jur. (= A. pz~bescens Curtis) (Baerends, 194 I), Oxybelz~s erice~(s Robertson 
(Bohart and Marsh, 1960) and 1Mclli?7z~s nrue~zsis Linnaeus (F-Tuber, 1961). 
Baerends (1941) believes that the antennations of the Amnzophila male 
stimulate the female either to make movements facilitating genital attach- 
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lnent or to stop lesisti~lg attachment, since tllc antennations ale most intense 
shortly belore genital contact and cease the1 eafter. Antenna1 asping 
and/or lilting occuis in An~moplzzla (Baelcnds, 1941) ant1 iMellinzls (Huber, 
1961). 
In  lab01 atoly obselvations of semi-irnmoblle females and tethered males, 
males hcquently s~ood immobile but alert (head tiltetl, antennae raised) 
lor up to ten nlinutcs when they encountered an i~nnlobile female, then 
attcmptecl copulation when the lemale strongly moved head, legs and 
;~bclomen. l'urthermore males would mount immobll~zecl females only 11 
their abdomens were propped up  as shown in Fig. 17; lemales with droop- 
ing abdoinens were ignored by sexually responsive males. These obselvations 
suggest that aggressive movements or posture (abdomen raised as pieceding 
a stiilging attack) by the females ale ilnpoi-tant in inducing mdes to mount. 
The  mountcd male of Flg. 17 sometimes bit at the female's thorax and 
wings until she moved. Since the extruded sting is visible during both 
copulation (Fig. 17) and oviposition, sting ex11 usion ln,ly sel ve to move the 
sting apparatus clear of the gcnital opening, pelmitting insertion of the 
male genitalia, or, in the case 01 oviposition, expulsion of an egg. Gary 
(1963) reports that the sting cllambel must be open for successful attach- 
ment in honeybces, and the same has been observed in ants (Paul 
ILannowski, personal communication). Fem'ile aggressiveness (stinging) may 
thus facilitate copula~ion. 
Except for the presence of males, the behaviol oC clusteiing wasps in 
autumn ir like that alieady clcscribed in spling females. Clustcrs tighten and 
dispel se wi tll falling and rising tempel atures; and lemnles enter and leave 
llibernacula and fly about sluggishly on walm clays, lellcllng to the annual 
cycle of P. fziscnlzls an aspect ol seasonal symmetly. 
SOCIAL BIOLOGY OF POLISTES CANf\DENSIS 
NEST INITIATION 
J h e ~ e  i\ little (if any) scasonal synchrony in the loundatlon and termina- 
tion ot l'. cnizaderzsis colonles n e x  tlie equator. Censuses of a large popu- 
lation at locality U clu~ing early dly season (.I December), latc dry season 
(7 February) ancl mid rainy season (10 April) revealed large numbers of 
colonies in all stages ol development, as dicl a census at locality Z on 
17 Janualy (Table 11). Rau (1933) founcl P. cnnadeizsis colonies of all stages 
tlunng August and Scp~ember on Bnrro Cololaclo Islsncl (9" N. latitude). 
Nest founding sometimes occurs when the nest or brood of an established 
colony has been destroyed. Seven clays after ants invaded colony V1 the 
queen and a group of females f ~ o m  her formei nest occupied a new nest 
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 bout tcn leet ,iway. Colony foundation by '1 "~w,irm" 01 nestmates from a 
colony whose brood lealing was disrupted by some catastrophe has been 
noted in tropical P. ca17adenvis by Rau (1933). 
Colony multiplication is conlmonly assoc~a~etl with the decline of a 
parent colony. At each ol localities T, W and V there was a single large 
declining colony and a number ol new nests whose foundresses had been 
marked on the waning nest (locality V), visited it repeatedly (localities V 
and T),  or were presumed to have originated there because no other mature 
colonies were found nearby (localities V and W). 
As in P. fzlsmtus, P. ranaclr~zsis nests are usually initiated by a lone 
[emale, and foundrcss groups form gradually afterwarcls. Each of eight 
nests which I saw initiated at locality V was started by a single female. 
Small (prcsum;tbly young) nests were usually occupied by only one or two 
Semales: Of 121 prc-emergence colonies censused at locality U on 7 February 
1965, 20 were newly Sounded, having nests composed oS fewer than ten 
shallow cella, and containing only cggs or very young larvae. Fifteen of 
those 20 nests were attended by a single forindress and 5 by 2 Poundresses. 
FOUNDRESS ASSOCIATIONS 
FI~EQ~JENCY 01~ MUI TIPI F-FOUNDK> ss ASSOCIATIONS.-Nest initiators were 
almost invariably joined by additional lemales soon alter beginning to 
build. Among 46 colonies censused in the late pre-emelgence stage-con- 
taining pupae but no cell5 from which adults had emerged-only one was 
attenclcd by a single Pemale. Tlre mode number of foundlesses was five, and 
the mean 4.9 foundreases per nest (locality U, 4 Decembcr 1964 and 7 
February 1965). The  maxinium number of foundresses per nest was ten. 
Some ol these estimates are probably low, since colonies were censused in 
the daytime, when some inhabitants may have been away from the nest. 
CIIANGE AND STABIT I Y IN  FOUNL)KI~~S ASSOCTATIONS.-DIII~~I~ the pre-emer- 
gence peiiod there is sometimes a group ol idle females sitting dispersed 
off the nest, while the queen ant1 occ,~sionally a few other females occupy 
the nest. The  "on-off" configuration disappears at night when the "off" 
wasps clnster near ancl on the nest. 
These groups sitting on the nest ale cllaracteristic of colonies early in 
the pre-emergence period: all of cleven cases observed at locality U on 
4 December 1964 wcre associ,~ted with pre-emergence nests containing no 
pupae. On the otlzer hand, none of 17 pupa-containing pre-emergence 
n e t ?  hacl idle Pemales sitting neaby. The  difference in the behavior oE 
remales of late pre-emergence colollics is not entirely duc to older nests 
11eing largcr and thclefoi-e accorn~notlating more sitting wasps. On nests 71112 
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and W3 the on-off pattern d~rappeared g~atlually as some idle females left 
the colony and otlleis beg-an to Iorage or sat passively on the nest, from 
which they had prcviously been chased by aggressive contenders during 
queen detcrmindtion (described below). At about the time the groups sitting 
off these nests disappeared, dominance conflict stopped and the size and 
composition ol the foundress associations ceased to change. Therefore it 
appears that groups sitting beside newly lounded nests are at least 
sometimes ,ln indication that dominanre conflict exists among the asso- 
ciated found1 esses. 
Older pre-emergence colollies have unchanging foundless groups even 
when ncar a waning colony from which females are dispersing to join 
associated newly-founded colonies. A relatively mature (pupa-containing) 
pre-emergence colony (V3) was located only about twelve inches from a 
waning colony (V2)-closer tllan any of the more recently founded nests 
in ;L small cave. But none of the four marked residents of colony V3 ever 
attended another nest; and none ol thc wandering females in the cave 
werc evcr seen on or near ncst V3. 
Tlic si/e and coniposition of early foundress groups sonletimes changc 
lrom clay to day. This is illustrated by the history ol colony V10, founded 
on 14 March 1965 by a lemale (No. 10) malked on waning colony V2 in 
the cavc containing all of the 12 locality V observation colonies. On 23 
March at 6:45 a.m.-before the wasps became active-there were tllrec 
lemales at the nest: No. 10, No. 33 dud No. 35, also marked on V2. At noon, 
No. 10 was on the nest and cix wasps (including No. 33 and No. 35) were 
sitting nearby. When activity had ceased that night (4:30 p.m.) thcle were 
five lemalec on the nest and two ofl, including all of those present before 
plus two more marked on V2 and two (No. 22 and No. 36) marked 
three leet ilom V10 on VG (16 March). Thus during '3.5 hours ol activity, 
seven females haci joined the association. Twelve days later (4 April) three 
ol thcse (queen No. 10, No. 22, and No. 36) remained, plus seven additional 
Icmales. 
An experiment pelformed by ants denlons~ratcd the lack ol coherence 
ol early foundress associations compared to the stability of groups on 
longer-established nests. Nest V6 was abandoned between 16 and 23 Marc11 
after being invaded by ants. Four marked females which had been associated 
with thc nest appeared near other nests, including V5, V7, and VIO. This 
was in contrast to the behavior ol females from a nest (V1) in the emergence- 
enlargement stage of development aftcr it w'is invaded by ants on 6 March: 
On 9 March, while thc ants stripped hcr ncst of brood and stored sugar, 
the queen (No. 1) appeared on the ceiling ol the cave accompanied by 
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several lemales, wllicll I lnalkcd wlth green paint. She occasionally changed 
position, and tlie green-ln,~rked lemales came and went florn tlie cave, always 
coming back to rest in a loose agglegation near the queen, never elsewhere 
in  the cavc. On  13 March the queen and her group occupied an eight-cell 
nest (V8) initiated on 9 March by female No. 8 (marked on 6 March on 
waning nest V2). Although unmarked individuals ancl lemales marked 
on other nests sornetirnes sat near V8, none of the nine 01 ten green-malked 
wasps ever joined anotllel colony; and when the queen disappeal-ed after 
23 March only the green-malked females remained associated with the 
nest. T h e  nest was not enl,lrgcd after tlle queen disappeared, and when last 
observed (4 Aplil) only tl~ree gecn-marked females remained. This indicates 
that h e r e  is an integlity oT established colonies which is independent of 
rcsidcnte on a p;rrticulai nc5t ancl docs not cxist in newly-establi,hed 
associations. 
T h e  attainment of io~~ndress  gioup stability sometinie during the pic- 
emergence period (above) enhances the likelihood that loundress dssocin- 
lions ale composed ok siblings by restricting the time during wliicll joining 
is possible. Foundres~s g ~ o u p s  composecl of fcmales from mole than onc 
parental nest wo111tl requile either the simultaneous decline of nests in close 
proximity or migration of ioundresses lrom a waning nest to a distant 
newly founded one. 
As shown in Table 11, theie is little or no  seasonal syncllro~ly in the de- 
cline and iounclation or nests by P. tanadensis at the localities stlldicd; 
ancl the likelihood of coincidental synchrony among colonieq is rcduced by 
'111 the differences in individual history ancl heredity which might causc 
variations in the timing of queen disappearance or dysfunction on adjacent 
nests (see "Conclusions: T h c  Colony Cycle ancl Queen Detclminntion," p. 76). 
TABLE 11 
~ ' I ~ K I O I ~ I C  CENSUS OF COLONY STAGES PRESENT I N  LAI~GE POPULATIONS 
OF P. canadrnsis (19G4-65) 
Inhabited Pre emergence Post-emelgencc: 
Ncst a Colonies Blood Prcsent Empty 
Locxlrly Datc N # % # % # % 
- - -- 
U 4 Dec. 19G4 205 122 59.3 53 25.8 19 9.2 
U 7 Feb. 1965 227 121 48.4 88 38 7 18 7.9 
U 10 Apr. 1965 270 07 35.9 130 48.2 4'3 15.9 
7, 17 Jan. 1965 GR 30 45.0 30 45.0 8 10.0 
-- -- - -- - - -- - - -- - 
TISE SOCIAL HIOLOGY OF POLISTINE IVASPS G 5  
There appears to be little dispersal llom the parental nest site by P. 
t u ~ ~ a r l e ~ z ~ i s  foundreslses. The  decline of a mature nest and associated found- 
ing 01 ncw colonies nearby was lollowecl for nearly a month ( G  March- 
4 Apii1)Z at locality V. During that time eight new colonies were founded, 
cacll within six feet of declining nest V2; the adult Ielnale population of 
declining colony V2 fell from 21 to zero; and the nunlbcr of females present 
oln newly founded nests rose lrom five to 38. Some of the founclresses prob- 
;tbly emerged lrom V2 pupal cells during the observation period (number 
of V2 pupae went from 72 to two, many ol the adults produced during that 
peiiod being males). Eleven foundresses present on new nests on 4 April 
had been marked an nest V2 on G or 13 March; more frequent marking ancl 
observation would be required to determine (1) what proportion of the 
lemale progeny remain near the parental nest site, and (2) what proportion 
of tllc loundresses on nests near a given waning ncst actually originated on 
that nest. However, these data suggest that there is high "population 
viscosity" in P. canade7zsis-a large propoltion of lounclresses remain near 
the parental nest site. Even i i  tllcre were some synchrony ol colony cycles, 
in such a population foundress groups formed by non-siblings would be 
likely to contain relatives. 
This high degree of population viscosity may be promoted by (1) the 
asynchrony ol nest dissolution and fountling observed in the Colombian 
populations, making it expedient for females to mate near the parental 
n a t  where sexually mature malcs are likely to be available, and (2) the 
po~ssible advantage to males ol mating on or near newly-founded nests 
(see p. 76). The  combination of these factors may make i t  more likely for 
females louncling nests near the parental nest to find mates. 
QUE6N DETERMINATION 
The  interactions leading to tlle presence of only one ovipositing female 
per colony in Polisles cannrlensi~ cliffer from those in P. fuscatus. Subordi- 
nate lounclresses neither initiate new cells nor oviposit; ancl since only one 
egg-laying lcmale was ever plcscnt on a ncst at any one time, differential 
egg-c'lting was not obscrvcd. Domin~lnt remnle5 attncked closely-ranked 
suboidinatcs until they either lelt the colony or became idle residents. 
T h e  history ol colony W2 (summari7ed in Figure IS) illustrates the 
nature and consequence of interaction5 among loundrc~ses in P. ca1~ude7xsis. 
Mihen Iirst observccl on 1 Decernber 1964, nest W 2  contained 22 cells and 
five lemales. Female No. 1 was dominant to the othels and seldom left 
2 Nests were observed for a total of 48 hours on eight diffcrcnt da)s: 6, 9, 13, 14, 16 
;md 23 March, and 1 and 4 April. 
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founded nests 
FIG. 18. History of colotly W:! (P. ca~~adeizs is) .  Shadcd arcas indicate duration oE dol~i-  
irla~lcc conflict among females idcntified at  top (arrows point from attacker to attacked 
fernale). Solid llorizontal lines indicate duration of a nlarkcd fc~nalc's prcsence on the ncst, 
a dashccl lirlc the pcriotl whcn she was a forager. OIFspring arc nr~mbered in order of 
cmcrgcncc. Intlivid~rals 20-26 wcl-c marked thc samc color; sorue (an untletermincd tltunhcr) 
foraged. 
tlle nest lace, while Nos. 2 ant1 lolaged. ilggiession occurred among tliese 
t l~ree Cemales on every tl,ly activity was observed on the nest during the 
hvc-week l>c1iod ol 1 Decembel-7 Janual y. No. I attacked No. 2 whe~level 
llle latter appoacherl the nest, and No. 2 ;~ttacltccl No. 4. Nowever, No, 1 
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clid not always attack No. 4, and once movcd aside when No. 1 arrived with 
a load ol pulp and applied it to a central cell. T h e  three active foundresses 
thus lormed a dominance hierarchy No. 1 /No. 2/No. 4 in which, as pointed 
out by Pardi (1948a), aggression between closely-ranked females was more 
frequent than between indivicluals further apart in the hierarchy. 
During the fivc-week periocl of conllict alllong the contending foundresses 
there was no  new cell building ancl no observed oviposition (Figure 18). 
Eggs ancl larvae pre5cnt in the cells conlinueci to develop but at  a reduced 
rate: one ol six larvae present on 1 December pupated on 8 January, 
which means that it was a larva for more than forty days-more than 11 
clays longer than the mean length of the larval period on that nest, which 
was 28.4 days (N = 28). An extended larval period one consequence of 
low larval nutrition (sec p. OO), which probably resulted in this case because 
the only two foragers present were the subordinate contenders, which were 
usually attacked upon return to the nest after foraging. 
Female No. 4 was not seen after 16 December. Attacks by No. 1 on No. 2 
continuecl through 5 January, which was also the date of the last recorded 
loraging by No. 2. When the nest was next observed (8 January) a new 
cell ancl egg were present, the first new additions to the nest in more 
than five weeks. Thus there was temporal concurrence of the beginning of 
idleness on the part ol the one remaining contender female, the cessation 
ol dominance conflict, and the resumption of nest growth and ovipaition 
(Figure 18). 
Dominance conflict among foundresses on nest W2 thus hacl the follow- 
ing consequences: Suborclinates were chased from the nest. Therefore low- 
ranking subordinates (non-contenders No. 3, No. 5 and No. G) usually sat 
off the nest, and did not forage, perhaps because females having relatively 
undevclopecl ovaries (indicated by the subordinance of these females) re- 
qnire contact with the brood for much of their stimulation to work ("com- 
portcmcnt d'origine 'externe'," Deleurance, 1957). On the other llantl 
agg~essive females No. 2 and No. 4 continued to forage, probably because 
thcir more developed reproductive systems (associated with aggressive be- 
havior) stimulatecl foraging and building behavior comparable to that of 
subordinate Eoundresses in P. fuscalzis (Table 4). However the attacks of 
dominant contenders on subordinate foragers were apparently suficient 
to keep them from enlarging the nest. 
There was eviclently suK~cient cliffevence in dominance between No. 3 
ancl No. 1 to preclude conllict between them, so that when No. 2 became 
passive (no longer foraging or fighting), No. 3 was able to come on the 
nest unattacked and function as a worker subordinate to No. 1. 
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During tlie ensuing week5 of neat giowth, all of lour observed new cell 
additions and ovipositions on nest W2 were by feinale No. 1. Two  
other foundreuses loraged throughout this period. Eight offspring females 
emerged: two ioraged regularly, and six foraged little or not at a11 
(Figure 18). 
I removed the queen (No. I) on 3 Maicli, with the following results: new 
tell additions ceased and daily fighting o ~ c u ~ r e d  among three offspring 
lemales which had foraged little during their lecorded histox ies on the nest. 
They formed a hierarchy: No. 12/No. S/No. 8. 
Fighting continued until 22 March, when the two subordinate ton- 
tenders ureie gone fi-om the nest. No. 8 was lound on a nearby new nest 
containing oilc cell and egg on 22 March. On  24 March, No. 9 was on a 
nine cell egg-containing nest about six feet fioln palental nest W2, and 
No. 8 was sitting nearby off the nest, along with a male f ~ o m  W3. Both 
new nests were abandoned after 7 April. 
I n  the absence of contenders, nest giowth and oviposition wele again 
1 esumed on nest W2 (Figure 18). 
Growth ~ I T C S L  clue to dominance conflict occurred on three ok nine pie- 
emergence observation colonies: colonies W2 (at least 48 days),3 V4 (4 days), 
and W3 (at least 21 days). On  nests W2 ancl W3 the si7e of the foundress 
gioup declinecl gradually until glowth was resumed, at which time the s i x  
and coinposition of the groups became stable (Figure IS). 
In some cases doininante conflict among loundresses led to usurpdtio~l 
of a queen's position by a contender. Two usurpations ;it locality V involved 
[emale No. 1, which resided ancl ovil>osited alone on nest V4 wlle11 first seen 
on 6 March. On  9 March another female (No. 4') occupied that nest while 
No. 4 sat nearby. Whenever the former queen approached, No. 4' attacked 
;ind sevelal fights occurrecl. Although No. 4 sometimes left the nest region, 
neither female foraged duiing four hours of observation. This  situation 
persistetl on 13 March. On  14 March, No. 4 founded a new nest (V11) 
ancl theleafter was not seen near V4, which No. 4' occupied when the nest 
was last obselved on 4 April. 
PRE-EMERGENCE GROWTH 01: COI.ONlES 
i\s in P. fuscatzrs, P. canadensis nests attenclecl by lelatively large fountlress 
:~ssociations were generally larger at the end o l  the pre-emergence period 
~ h a n  were ne,ts attended by a relatively small number oE foundresses 
(Table 12). 
3 Growth arrests on ticsts W2 and W3 were in progress wlicu the tlcsts wc1.c first 
~bservcct on 20 November 1964. 
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TABLE 12 
NUMULR 01- ~OUNDRESSES AND NEST SIZE AT THE END OF l i I E  PRE ERITR(.TNCI: PI-I<IOD 
(P. canadensis-locality U-7 February 1965) 
Mean Number of Cells 
N u r ~ ~ b c ~  of Numbcl of 111 Ncsts Cor~tair~ing Range 
Foundie~ses Nests (N) Pupael (No. of cells) 
. - 
1 1 10 0 
2 2 18 16-20 
7 4 2G 24-29 
1 (5 37 19-56 
6 6 36 25-50 
6 8 35 15-56 
7 4 50 25-84 
8 0 0 0 
9 2 42 38-45 
10 1 40 
-- - -- - - - - 
0 
1 Shortest recorded time to pupation on locality W mapped nests = 21 days (N = 112), 
lllcall timc to pupation = 44 days (N = 112), mean total development tilne (egg to adult) = 
64.7 days (N = 39). Therefore all nests containing pupae are at  least 21 days old, and 
probably 44-65 days old. 
BROOD PRODUCTION 
DURATION OF IMMATURE f i ~ G ~ s . - T h e  mean total developir~ent time 
(egg to adult) of 39 individuals on colonies W2, W3, and W5 was 64.7 days- 
loinger than the longest time (59 days) recorded for P. fz~scatz~s nest B38, 
and more than two weeks longer than the P. fuscalus mean (47.8 days). 
The  duration of immature stages varied among the three colonies: the 
values lor colonies W2 and W5 were nearly identical and diKeretl from 
those of colony W3 (Table 13). The  differences were almost certainly not 
TABLE 13 
(Based OII rlcst map data accuralc to i 2 (lays, for the peliod 1 Dccembcr 196i-26 April 1965) 
Egg Stage I arval Stage Pupal Stage 
Mean Mean Mean 
C.olony hT 1)11ratioll l ia~lgc  N Duration Range N Dulat~oll  Range 
(day\) (days) (days) (days) 
- - -- -- - -- (days) (days) 
M'2 52 17.3 9-28 28 28.4 3 35 23.1 21-32 
W7 I4 16 0 9-26 36 22.8 14-30 29 25.1 7-3 1 
W5 63 17 8 7-70 48 285 1 6 4 0  24 23.2 13-28 
\V2 + W3 + W5 159 17.1 7-30 112 26.6 14-53 88 23.8 
- - -  - -- - -- 
7-32 
- --- - 
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due to teniperatuic differences on the t111ee colonies, all ol which were 
beneath the same rool. 
Nests W2 ancl W3 were about two leet apait, wele neaily identical in s i x  
during most 01 their histories (Figule 19), and lxoduccd their first adultr 
at. nearly the same time (1 Februaiy and 5 February, respectively). However, 
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FIG. 19. Nest growth ill 1'. raizadensis. 
gence period (1 February), whereas just prior to adult emergence on nest 
W3 (4 February) there were only two larvae per worker. Therefore bettei 
nutrition probably caused the markedly shorter development times of W3 
larvae coinpared to those of W2 (see "The effect of larval nutrition on 
tlevelopment time," above). The  number of workers present on nest W5 
was not recorded. 
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Since length of pupal period correlated inversely with length ol larval 
perilod in P. fz~scatus (see above), the nutritional differences indicated by 
the different larva/worker ratios probably also account for the shorter 
pupal period on W2 compared to W3. 
PRODUCTION OF WORICERS, MALES, AND NON-WORKER FEMALES.-111 spite 
ol the proximity 01 nests W2 and W3, nonc of the 64 adults marked on the 
two nests was ever seen on a post pre-emergence nest other than that on 
which it had been marked. Therefore I have assumed that wasps marked 
on a particular nest at locality W emerged there. 
Male production in co~lonies of P. ca?zadensis lollowed a periocl of female 
einergence as in P. fuscatzis. Males appeared on observation colonies W2, 
W3, and W5 alter the emergence ol 8, 11, and 25 females from the respec- 
tive nests, and 11, 11, and 70 clays (respectively) after the first adult 
emergences. 
T h e  three colonies diITered considerably in the number ol inales present 
among individuals marked on the nests during the fvc months of observa- 
tio~n. Only seven of 33 adults marked on W2 were males, whereas 22 of 31 
marked on W3 were males. Although few W5 adults were marked, no  males 
appeared theie after 5 March, only one weck after the first male was 
produced on that nest. 
On P. fziscntz~s colony 1338, male production was directly proportional 
to oviposition (nest growth) rate (Figure 13). However, this relationship did 
not seem to hold in P. canade?lsis: calculations of total development time 
using nest map data show thal the first male-producing eggs were laid on 
nests W2 and W3 either during 01- before the prolonged cgrowth arrests in 
proguests when observations began on 20 November. On nest W5 malc 
e g s  were deposited in mid-December, when nest ,growth was relatively 
slow (Figure 19). 
Botll workers ancl non-workers emerged on colony W2, but they did not 
appear in two temporally discrete groups as in P. f~rscotzts. Only two of the 
first six females which emerged on W2 loragecl regularly during their record- 
ecl histolies on the nest (Figure 18). ?'he first-emerged female never foraged 
and thc second-emerged fernale foraged only once in over a month of 
relsidence on the nest during a period oC rapid growth and foraging by 
associates No. 3, No. 7 and No. 1 1. 
Four females (Nos. 14-17) which emerged just before or during the 
periocl of conflict and growth arrest following queen removal did not forage 
and eventually left the nest (Figure 18). Some females emerging after the 
establishment of the substitute quecn and resumption oE nest cgrowtll foraged 
(lemales 18-28, Figure 18). This suggests that interactions among adults 
at the time ol emelgcnte oi sho~tly therc,~ilei affect the beh,ivior (caste) of 
emerging females. 
Of the three Cenialer which became queens alter qucen removal, all hat1 
been idle d u ~  ing tlleii recorcled histoi ies 111 i o ~  to queen i einoval. Thi5 in- 
dicates that, as in P. f z~sca t z l~ ,  icmales whi(ll a1 e non-workers on the parental 
nest ale inoie likely to become queens than 'lie loragers. 
TERMINATION OF THE COT.ONY CYCI.1' 
~~FI;EC;TS OF. TliRMINA'l'ION O F  KEI'RODlJC1.ION 13Y THE QUEEN.-I~ P. ca~zadc17,sis 
there is conlplete cessation of nest growtll by new cell addition whcil the 
queen disappears or stops ovipositing. Natural disappearance of the queen 
from colony W5, artilicial queen removal osn \M2 and cessation o l  oviposition 
by the queen oC colony W3 all were associated with terinination of cell 
addition on tl~os'e nests (Figme 19). 
In  all three cases bro~od decline followed the cessation of nest growtll. 
Large numbers o l  cggs and larvac tlisappeared from cells, which then 
remained empty. I11 three weeks between the date of addition o l  the last call 
on nest W5 (5 April 1965) and collection of the nest (26 April) all of thc 
101 eggs and 47 of 106 larvae originally present hacl t1isappea1-cd. Thirty- 
nine osthcr larvae pupated and 20 were still present at tlie time of collection. 
I saw no  evidence ol fighting among the 27 lemalcs still present when thc 
colony was collectecl, although four hacl clevelopetl ov;vries containing 
iil:~tul-e oocytes. 
Alter tlie last new cell ;~dclition to nest 71\73 on 15 March 1965, all 13 eggs 
ancl 24 o l  44 larvae present on 15 Marc11 eventually disappeared. Some 
larvac pupated, and adults continued to emerge. Two pupae were the o'nly 
brood remaining when the nest was collectetl on 26 April. This brood de- 
cline occurred even tho11gh the queen was present on the nest until she was 
removed on 7 April. 
This indicates that the presence oT a reprocl~~ctivcly a c t i ~ e  (ovipositing 
and cell-initiating) female is required 101- norlnal nest cxpa~lsion and brood 
care. Presence of an inactive former qucen is not sufficient. 
Dissection revealed live sperm in tlie spermatheca o l  the inactive W3 
queen. T h e  basal portion of the ovary was irregular and yellow but the 
upper portion was full and regular ancI contained ten matuli-e eggs. Ovary 
degeneration nlay have caused cessation of reproduction, or tllc reverse may 
have been true. Thus although yolk deposition hacl continued in the upper 
portion of the ovaries, the basal irregularities may have prevented not only 
norinal oviposition but also cell initiation. This would support the deduc- 
tion that construction activity by queens is associatetl with the presence 01 
:I mature egg ready to be laid (at the base of the ovary). 
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Bi otocl decline occurred even during the temporal y (12 days) absence 
of reprodu~tioa following queen removal from colony W2. Thirty eggs 
disappeared ancl others became dark and shrivelled. ?'his suggests that the 
abscnce oi the queen led to the neglect of eggs, and hence that egg care may 
be a [unction of the queen or stimulated by her presence. 
QUEFN S U B S T I T U T I O N . - K ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  of nest giowth by a substitute queen 
like No. 12 of colony W2 may be a common occurrence in P. canadensis. 
Sucll an event is recorded in the nest structure because cell enlargement 
continues in the absence of cd l  addition tollowing queen removal or 
clysfunction. Tlie construction activity of a substitute queen forms a sllelf of 
shallow cells below tlie deep older ones initiated by the former queen. 
Such a shelf of shallow cells was formed on nest W2 by the 77 cells initiated 
by substitute queen No. 12. This leature was common in abandoned nests 
-so common that foi- a time I wondered if it might have some "function." 
Unlortunately I did not tabulate the proportion of abandoned nests having 
this evidence of quecn substitution because I did not realile the significance 
ol the "shell" until the Colombian fieldwork had been completed. 
Since colony perpetuation by queen substitution occurs ancl there is 
no scasonal limit to restriction ot nesting activity, piolonged occupation 
ancl expansion crf nests might be expected in tiopical P. canadensis. How- 
ever a count ol cells in all abandoned nests at locality U on 10 April 
1965 suggests that colony perpetuation by queen replacement is not usual. 
The  average s i x  ol 69 abandoned nests was 94.7 cells, and few nests sur- 
passeed 300 cells in s i x  (Figure 20). The  largest inhabited P. canadensis nest 
I saw in Collombia contained about 750 cells. Since the fastest growth rate 
observed in mapped colonies was five cells per day, a nest could attain this 
s i x  in 150 days (about five months) or at the mean growth rate of 1.6 cells 
per day, 469 days. 
B ~ I I A ~ I O R A T ,  CHARACTERISTICS OF WANING C O I O N I E S . - T ~ ~  behavior of 
wasps on declining nests of P. canaclensis is in some repects like that in 
P. fz~scatus. There is intense solicitation and mobbing ol foragers, and drop- 
making behavior by adults sitting on the nest. Drop-making was less coa- 
spicuous on the waning nests observed in Colombia than on those seen in 
Michigan: I obse~ved three males making drops on only one nelst (W2) and 
on only one day (16 March) of the eight on which that colony was observed 
during the periocl 6 March-4 April. This activity may be a means of foocl 
concentration by evaporation, as suggevted above. In  a tropical species it 
might facilitate rood storage and enable individuals to lunction better 
during the periocl bctween residence on parental ancl newly-founded 
collonies, a period of reduced lood availability on the nest. 
C E L L S  
)IG. 20. Sizc of abarldoiled nests (P. c a n a d e n ~ i ~ ) .  Locality U, 10 Apiil 1965. Edcll bal 
ittdicates nurrrber of ncsts in the 25-ccll range sl~anned by the witit11 of Lhc bar. 
- 
- 
Waning colony V2 was repeatedly visited by the quccns of the nlolc 
~ecently founded nests present in the locality V cave. T h e  queen of colony 
V3 visited V2 ten times in 4.5 hours of observation on 6 Ma~ch,  ancl the 
queen of colony V7 visited V2 nine times dul ing 9.5 houls of observation 011 
14 March. All ol the otlier queens in tlle cave visited V2 at  least once. They 
solicited vigorously fi om the females present, then returned aftel less 
than a minnte to thcir own nests. Queens were the only Coundresses ~rhicli 
regularly solicited on the waning nest. This behavior may sometimes serve 
to augment the number of foragers available to a queen having Iew 01 nonc 
Iunctioning at her own nest. 
Although maleis were often present on waning nests in P. ccr?7nde?7~i~, thcy 
were not chased by resident females as are males in P. fuscatz~s. I never saw 
evidence ot a difference in the behavior of females toward malcs vclsns 
- 
- 




x = 94.7 ce l ls  
N = 69 nests - 
- 
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towarcl kemales on any ncst in P. canadenszs. Furthermore, there is an almost 
complete lack oT sexual dimorphism among the adults of a P. canadenszs 
co~lony: males have brown coloration, ro~~ndecl  lypei, and straight antennae 
as do lemalcs, and are dificult to distinguish on the nest. I n  contrast, male 
and lelnale P. fuscat~rs are strikingly dimorphic: males have bright yellow 
coloration on the lace, underside and lront ol the appendages, curled an- 
tennae, and indistinct planar clypei, whereas lemales are brown and have 
round, conspicuous clypei and straight antennae (see Figure 17). T h e  differ- 
ent reactions o l  lemales toward males of the two species may bc as5ociatetl 
with this difference in degree ol sexual dimorphism, althougl~ I have been 
unable to obtain conclusive evidence that the yellow color ol male P. 
/zlrcatzrs is involved in the recognition of males by females. 
MATING 
On 7 February 1965, I capturecl a P. ctlnadensis male nlld remale in ~ o p u l o  
on a w;rning ncst with only one other adult wasp present. T h e  lcmale was 
walking slowly with the male hanging from her, attached only by thc 
genitalia. They separated when capturecl less than a minute later, and the 
male made copulatory atteruptu whilc the pair was in the collecting net. 
Thi15 wets thc only cer~ain copulation 1 observed in P. ca7zadensis, and the 
mo~sL prolonged attachment ol a mating pair 1 havc observed in m y  Polistrs 
spccies in nature. 1 suspect for this reason that the copulation may have been 
abnormal in some way. 
011 23 March ;L Inale sat in a bush near tlle entrance to the locality V 
cave. FTe puisued lemales flying past tlle bush en route to nests in the 
cave, sornetirncs lollowing sever,rl lect past the entrance, and sometimes 
Calling to the ground with a struggling lcmale. Alter such flights this 
inale always returned to the same branch ol the bush, where he remained 
from 10:00 a.m. until la\t notecl at  2:OO p.m. Other males pursued passing 
lemales l r  om the bushes near the cave during the same period. 
7'11cw lligllts undoubtedly reprcsentecl mating behavior. Tn one instance 
alter a ~na l c  chased a lemale he returnd to the bush and sat with his 
abdomen angled ~h,rrply upward and genitalia exposed. T h e  flights at 
passing individuals and subsequcnt return to :L par titular sitting- place 
resemble the behavior ol P. fzrscutzrs males at mating sites. I n  this case, 
however, the malcs were stationed ncar the flight path ol females attending 
newly louncled nests rather than near hibernation sites as in the tempelate 
wcasp. 
There is evidence that some fenialcs mate after joining new nests 
Thirteen of 51 dissected loundresses (25.5 per cent) were unfertilized. Three 
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ol these unlei tlli/etl foundiesses weie probably nest initiators and queens: 
they were lound alone on iie~vly-founded nests consisting of less than 
20 cells each, and had ovaries containing mature esgs and 36-45 oocytes 
ench. Queens dissected on more mature nests were invariably terti l i~ed: 
every queen (lemale having the most developed ovaries of those present 
on1 a given nest) of 27 post-emergence colanies was fertili7ed. Either tlie 
~~nler t i l i /ed lemales do not persist as queens until nests reach the post- 
emergence stage, or some loundresses inate after becoming queens. Field 
observations indicate that the latter alternative is possible: in addition to 
tlie mating activity observed in bushes near the newly founded colonies at 
locality V, I have seen males on five different pre-emergence nests, one or 
them a marked male from colony Mi3 ~ ~ l i i c h  sat for several days OK tli- nest 
founded by W2 female No. 9 atter queen removal and dominance conflict 
on her parental nest (p. 67). 
CONCLUSIONS: T H E  COLONY CYCLE AND QUEEN DETERMINATION 
These observations suggest tlie following picture of the colony cycle ant1 
queen determination in P. cnnntlcnsl~: as in P. f~cscatus, the colony cycle 
icllects Lhe reproductive cycle ol the queen. When the queen becomes 
tlystunctional or disappeais, nest growth either ceases or is regene~atetl by a 
substitute queen. In either case lemale offspiing may leave the parental nest 
and lound new colonies, olten following dominance conflict with aggre5sive 
siblings. 
As in P. fz~scafzls, the l~kelihood ol a given female founding a nest and 
persisting there as the dominant lemale probably depends on the size of he1 
ovaries relative to those of other fountlresses, in this case, of slblings ~t the 
time of parental nest decline. Ovaiy condition might be affected by age 
, ~ n d  tot aging histo1 y-wlletllei tlie oval ies are in the ascending 01- descend- 
ing phase of development (Paldi, 1948a), and tlie extent to which resorp- 
tion has occurrecl clue to energy expendituie d u ~ i n g  activity. I n  this 
connection it is significant that the W2 progeny which became contenders 
and, eventually, queens following removal ol the parental queen had been 
non-workeis on the parental nest. Thus, as in P. ft~scatus, non-workers arc 
probably more likely than are workers to become queens. Some unfertili~etl 
lemales lound nests, and some queens probably mate alter nest lounding. 
FOUNDRESS ASSOCIATIONS AN11 T H E  SIGNIFICANCE OF 
DOMINANCE HIEliARCHIES IN  ANIMAL SOCIETIES 
Multiple-foundress nests are common in both P. Jzlscntus and P. cnnnd~nsis 
in spite of the consequent sterility of large numbers of fertili7ed females. 
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Following the reasoning ol Haldane (1955) and Hamilton (1964a,b), joining 
would be advantageous to a consequently sterilized female il more replicates 
ol genes like hers were produced as a result of her association with another 
lemale than she could produce an  her own. Specifically, association is 
beneficial to a subordinate if i t  meets the condition k > I / r  in which k is 
the ratio ol gain to loss in fitness and r is an expression of the degree ol 
genetic relationship between the associated females (Hamilton, 1964a). 
Hamilton (1964b) considered the sterility of daughter workers on a parental 
nest understandable in these terms since (assuming that the maternal queen 
mated only once) in insects (such as Polislrs) with male haploidy females 
have more genes "identical by descent" with those of their sisters (r = 3 / , )  
than they do with their own daugllters (r = %). 
Hamilton's theory suggests an explanation of the observed dependence ol 
the cololny cycle on the reproductive longevity of the queen. With the 
ce~ssation ol egg-laying by a queen and the subsequent ovipositioa by her 
daughter4 there is a sudden reduction in the degree of relationship between 
colony workers ant1 the progeny being realed-lrom r = (for sisters) to 
r = 3/8 (101- nieces, the offspring of sisters). Therelore the absence of the 
original queen initiates a time of decision lor the colony lemales: they 
must weigh the merits of reproducing on their own against the desirability 
of being a worker on the parental nest (or a newly founded one). Accord- 
ingly, in P. f~/scnt~ls  thre is a tendency lor workers to begin producing 
their own eggs; and in P. cal~adenszs (e.g., in colony W2) there is dominance 
conflict resulting in the establishment 01 a new queen in what amounts 
to a new colony on the parental nest, with some females leaving to begin 
their own colonies. 
Hamilton Sound i~ "dificult" to explain "the ready acceptance of non- 
leproduct~ve roles by the auxiliaries" in Polistes loundress association? 
(Hamilton, 1964b, p. 37) even among slblings since subordinate lemales are 
engaged in rearing  he offspring ol sistel$ (nieces), which are less closely 
ielated (r = 3/8) to them than their own offspring would be (r = ]A). 
However the likelihood of association tlepends not only on the closeness 
of relationship among LO-foundresses but also on the difference in indepen- 
(lent reprocluctive capaclty between associates and the degree to whidl the 
~resence 01 the joiner augineslts tlle reproduction ol the joined queen-the 
k in Hamilton's expression k> l / r .  This condit~on can be rephrased as f d -  
lows: 
in which I',,, is the productivity oft Ile colony ( q ~ ~ e e n  plus wo~ker, includ- 
ing joiner), P, is the productivity ol the colony without the joiner, P, is the 
I epioductive cc~pacity of the joinci on her own, ancl 1 is the clegiee of rcla- 
tionship (lractioa of genes in common) of the joiner and the joined queen.4 
When this IS true a female ( j )  p1oduce5 rnoic ieplicates ol genes like hers 
by joining the colony (c) '15 ,I woiker than slle coulcl by raising her own 
oflspring. 
The  reciprocal contlition should also hold: when 
f j  - > 1 
P C + *  - PC 1 
il wol~ld be to the queen's advantage in terms of replication ol hcr gencs to 
cxpel the potential subordinate worker. 
Observations of nest-founding in Pol~rtrs show that ( 1 )  ioundiesscs often 
initially move from nest to nest, and (2) association i equii es diflel ential 
dominance among the indivicluals of the gronp. Inasmuch as females ale 
unequ'llly dominant when they associate ,tnd relative dominance reflects 
iclativc ov'liy size (Pa  di 1946, 1948,r), it is likcly that associates 1l;lvc coi- 
iespondingly different reploductive capacit~es at the time of associntion 
T h e  folmation of found~ess nrsociations thus inay be a piocess by which 
vblings sol t themselves into gioups according to ielative ~eproductive capac- 
ity, with inferior reproductives (as mensuicd by relative dominance) he- 
coming stcrile helpmates ol reproductively superior siblings, and able repro- 
ductive~ (e.g., those in dominance conflict with egg-laying females) likcly 
to lound nestis on their own. The  dominance hierarchy in wasps, and 
~ ~ e r h ~ ~ p s  in other social animals, may thus play an important role in the 
assignment of different functions (ioles) to closely related individuals 
having cliffeient reproductive capacities in a way that both dominant and 
~~~baic l ina te  individuals dciive reproductive benefit (West, 196713). 
Numerous variables in dcldition to degi ee of i elationship and 1 elatibe 
lcpioductive capacity might affect (lie desirability of joining a follnclress 
group. T h e  axigrnentatian of 131-oductivity (P, ,, - PC) would depend on the 
subordinate's ability as a worker and the c'tpacity of the joined queen to 
produce molie eggs-a capacity which rniglxt thnnge as more auxiliaiies join 
the colony. Multiple loundress nests are Inore likely to survive to produce 
ofspring than are single Eounclress nests (Owcn, 1962). A subordinate on a 
sinall nest would be more likely to become a queen in the event of thc 
domillant queen's disappearance or dcatll than would a subordinz~te on a 
4 A silnilar expression, PC > P,, 4- (l/rl)P, f (1/r2)P2 . . . (l/rn)Pn (in which P,, PI, 
. . . P,, arc the independent rc~~rocluctive capacities of the quccn and successive joiners), 
was given in West, 1967b, to dcscribe aclvatltagcously formed foundress groups. Howcvcr, 
as pointcd out by Hamilton in corrcspondence, the inequality must hold b r  cach succcssivc 
joiner individually. Hcncc tlic abovc revision, to which the ficld test givcn it1 West, 1967b, 
also applies. 
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larger nc5t; and, as alieady polrlted out, the advantage of joining rathel 
than sollitaiy nest founding would change with time, especially in the 
temperale Lone (whele there is a premium on producing mature brood 
belore winter). T h e  lrequcncy of joining (and, hence, of social nest found- 
ing) would be expected to vdry with availability of suitable nest sites and 
hence populat~on density, since a 11001 nest site would leduce a suboldinate's 
thances o l  indcpendent cuccess. Dispeisal might ieduce the likelihood ot 
tliscovery l>y a prec1;itor or parasite (Eickwoit, in p~ess) 
SIZE OF  FOUNIIKESS ASSOCIATIONS 
Onc ol the oldest surviving generali~ations &out the behavior of social 
wasps states that multiple-foundress association5 predominate among tro- 
pical wasps, whereas thc single-loundress mode of colony formation is 
cllaracteristic of tempei ate species (H. von Ihering, 1896; see also the review 
of literature on this subject by Paidi, 1942). This gcnerali/ation was much 
discussccl and somewllat exaggerated in the writing of early students oC 
\ocial wasps (e.g., H .  von Ihering, 1896; Roubautl, 1916) who thought that 
,111 tempel ate species had single-lonndi ess colonies. I t  is based upon the 
obscrva~ioas that many tropical social w;rsp~s found nests by swarms (see 
Jcichards and Richards, 1951) whereas characteristicnlly tempcrate groups 
(c.g., the Vespinae) livc in colonics founded by single females. Polislcs is 
oltcn used as an  example of a g ~ o u p  showing this kind of variation among 
specics living at different latitudes (llau, 1933; Hamilton, 1964b; Richards 
,lnd Richa~ds, 1951; Wheeler, 1922). 
Hamilton (1964b), again looking lo1 an explanation in teims of degiec 
of I clationship among associates, hypothcsi/ed that the g~ catel tendency to 
associate in tropical wasps is a consequence of a compal atively high degree 
oI relationship among associates in the tiopicq tluc to increased inbreeding 
,wao~ia~ecl with greater population viscosity and lack o l  bleeding synchroily 
'tmong colonies. My observations suggest that one contributor to a <greater 
tendency tor association among tropical Eoundresses may be a greater 
tlivc~ sity in the domi~lance behavior (1 epi ocluct~ve c onditian) among 
Icmnlcs at the time ol nest louncling, leading to a glcatei numbel ol leinales 
which can associate ~ i i ~ l l o u t  conflict. In  the tropics, as shown above for 
I' cc11?cirlc?7~1c, siblings disb'tncl and reassociate on ncw ncsls after the 
tli5al)pcalance or the queen. Gle'rt diversity of nutiitional condition ancl re- 
l~rotluct~ve tl vclopment, and hence domin,lnce behavior, might be expected 
due to diversity in la1 val nlitrition, age, ant1 Imaging Ili5to1-y at the time or 
tolony clisluption. In  temperate Polislcs, on the other hand, there ale 
l~kely lo be ( 1 )  fewel wasp5 in p ~ o x ~ m i t y  duiing nest founding due to 
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winter rnortallty, and (2) gieater uniformity in age, nutrition, and histo] y 
ol Founclresscs due to selection during winter. E'oundresses are likely to be 
late-emelged, rclatively wcll-led and lorineily non-workers. Furthermore, 
the degree of ovary development ol females emerging from hibernation is 
similar (Pardi, 1946, 1948a); and most would be in the ascending (rather 
than descending) phase o l  ovarian development, a factor which also affects 
tlominance rank (Pardi, 1948a), all having begun development in spiing. 
'L'hese lactors might be expected to produce more dominance equality, 
hence less tendency to associate among temperate zone foundresses. 
A trend toward dominance uniformity might be expected to go toward 
tornpletion in temperate-7one species having a bimodal feeding program, 
with a consequently large proportion of the spring survivors being well fed, 
ancl capable ol reproduction en  their own, resulting in strong and frequent 
clominance conflict. This may explain the association in the Vespinae of (1) 
"queen-cell" construction at the end of the season which according to 
Spradbery (1965) may stimulate the woikers to give more food to the larvae 
and would divide the brood into two more or less distinct nutritional 
classes, (2) distinct size differencer between castes (Blackith, 1958), ant1 (3) 
virtu;~l absence of founclress associations (Duncan, 1939; Spradbery, 1965). 
By similar reasoning, dominance relations may sometimes limit the size 
o l  lountlress associations possible in a given species. A stable group contains 
no  wasps of "equal dominance" since they would be in conflict until one 
became subordinate or was expelled. Since wasps can be neither infinitely 
dominant nor infinitely subordinate there must be a time in the formation 
of eveiy group when there are no  unassociated wasps in the vicinity o l  the 
nest which are either mole tlominant than the queen or more subordinate 
than the lowest ranking female. Furthermore, there is undoubtedly a range 
o l  de<grees of dominance reacted to as "equal" by a given wasp. T h e  number 
O F  fem;~les possible in the group wo~ild thus be limited by the number ol 
non-overlapping dominance categories possible among females in the be- 
havioral spectrum from maximum to minimum dominance. Of the 51 
loundress associations observcd by Owen (1962) and me in P. f~lscatzrs (Table 
5) ,  nolne contained more dlan seven females; and none of 46 P. canaclensis 
iounclress associations contained more than 10 females at the end of the pre- 
emergence period. Perhaps a  group o l  seven P. fzrscalus (or ten P. canadensis) 
lemales is large enough to span the cntire range of degrees of dominance 
possible among eficountering wasps. 
Dominance interaction is just one factor possibly affecting founclress 
group si/e in Polislcs. All of the factors mentioned in the preceding section 
as pmsibly influencing a ternale's clecision to join or not join a given 
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loundress association would affect the group si7e predominant in a given 
area. These include the egg producing capacity of queens, the ability of 
given workers to augment the queens' productivity, the availability of suit- 
able nesting sites, the probability of a subordinate eventually taking over 
as queen, the time oS year (relative advantage in joining a somewhat devel- 
opecl cdony rather than starting a late one), and the possible desirability of 
dispersal in escaping parasites or predators. The  importance of such factors 
might vary from one region to another within the range of a species, caus- 
ing intraspecific variation in predominant foundress number (West, 1968). 
SOCIAL ADAPTATIONS T O  CLIMATE 
MODES OF QUEEN CONTROL 
The  mocle of queen control in P. canadensis-attack and expulsion of 
suborclinate contenders-possibly increases the proportion of sexually ma- 
ture females which become queens: expulsion of a sibling with cleveloped 
ovaries increases the probability that she will initiate an additional colony. 
The  degree to which this is an advantageous mode of colony multiplication 
depends on the relative reproductive value of  hat female as a queen versus 
as a worker on the nest 01 a sibling (West, 1967b). 
The  diKerent mocle ol queen control in P. {uscatzis-differentia1 egg-eating 
accompanied by conflict avoidance (standing aside)-may be favored in the 
temperate zone wa~sps P. fz~scatus and P. galliczts, in which the success of a 
colony depends on the number progeny that can be reared before the onset 
of winter. 
A late-maturing female might further the replication of her own geno- 
type more by foiraging and building on the nest oE a dominant (reproduc- 
tively superior and already established) sibling than by initiating a late nest. 
As shown above, suboirdinate females begin nesting relatively late, and the 
late-startecl nests lag in s i ~ e  behind earlier started nests attended by the 
same number of females. 
The  temperate-zone time limit would render growch arrest due to 
dominance conflict like that which occurs in P. canadensis disadvantageous; 
and it would confer an advantage oln queens which tolerate queen-like 
behavior (cell initiation) in subordinates, since the building and foraging 
activity of such females accelerates nest growth. As shown above, differential 
egg-eating i~ a means of queen control which permits queen-like behavior 
oS subordinates. 
In  P. ranaclenrzs prevention of ovipositiun by subordinates plays a cosn- 
paratively important role in queen control. Thils being the case, the fact 
that the queen is the primary initiator and enlarger ol new (eggless) cells 
and hence I S  most likely to cncountci thein as soon as they die l x g e  enough 
to stimul;tte oviposit~on t,~kes on signific,lnce in the suppression 01 repro- 
duction by suboidinates, ns does the close tempoial relationship between 
building and oviposition. Tlle only previous ielcre~lces to the cell-initiation 
l ~ ~ n c t i o n  of the queen were by Roubaucl (1916) in a tiopical wasp (Brlono- 
gaster) and by Michener and Michener (1951) in Poltsfes h~i?zte?i Bequaest, 
a temperate species characteii/ecl by the single-foundress mode of colony 
initiation. This spccic~li7ation probnbly est aped the notit e ol other observ- 
ers because it is less imp01 t m t  in queen contiol among species which sup- 
press repiodu~tion ol suboidinates by differential eggeating, ancl is there- 
fore less conspicuous in theii bcllavior throughout the colony cycle. Differ- 
ential egg-eating may be absent in not only tropical species such as P. 
rtlnadc~7~ls, wllicll cllnsc potential egg layers flolri tllc nest, hut also species 
hnving single-loundie~s nest initiation, in wliicli no  sllboldinate egg layers 
are present during the pre-emergence period. 
llEIlAVIOR TOWARD MALES O N  THll NEST 
The  fact that P. firscatzis males are frequently ant1 folcefully attacked on 
the nest may be arsociated with the advantage of mating elsewhere, 
par~icularly near hibernacula. Males mating near hibernacnla might out- 
131-ocluce tliose mating on nests since they T Y O U I ~  less often inbreed; and by 
lnating with lemales entering hibernation they would be more likely to 
inseminate I~tu1-c queens, ratller than females (such as woikers and senile 
laundresses) unlikely to over-winter. Following the reasoning of Hamilton 
(I9G4a, b), chasing male siblin\gs from the nest would thus be advantageous 
for lemales since it  wot~lcl result in more replicates of genes like theirs in 
tllc following generalion. 
This hypothesis concerning the function ol' chasing males from the nest 
!+dins c~cdencc froin the observations that in the non-hibeinating (tropical) 
species P. cn~la~lc17sis males ( 1 )  are not attacketl on the nest and (2) probably 
illate on or near newly fonndetl nests rather than away from the nest sites. 
Mating on oi near newly founded nests might be [avored in P. canadensis for 
the same ieason that mating at hibernation sites is favored in P. fuscatzis: it 
incieases the likelihood ol' inseminating a female ~vhich will become ;I 
queen. 
If the stliking sexu'tl dimoil~hisnl found in P. /zi~callls (and lacking in 
P. mnc~tlr~tsls) is intleed associ'rtecl with the iccognition and chasing of 
nlalcs, '1s suggestetl 'tbovc, then a collelaly 01 the present hypothesis is that 
sexual diinol phiarm may be mole comnlon in temperate 7one (hibernating) 
s~ecies  than in ttopic;~l species; ant1 d i ~ ~ o r p l i i c  tropical species would be 
expected to mate away from nests. 
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TEMPORAT. SEPARATION 1N TI-IE PROI>UCTIOS OF WORKERS AND NOS-WORKERS 
In P. fzlscnt~is thcie is exclusive production ol woikers early in the colony 
cycle a n d  exclusive l~roductiqn of nun-wo~keis later, wheleas in P. 
tn7zadenszc non-woikeis may be produced among the earliest brood. This 
tliflcrencc is probably also climate-related. In  P. rnnndrnsis i t  might bc 
advantageous to have non-workers (potential queens) present at all times 
among the residents ol a nest, since queen dis'lppearance and tlle ensuing 
queen substitution ancl/or colony Ioundation could occur at, any timc 
(luring colony growth. In P. fz~scnt~tr, on the other hand, premature queen 
removal or natural disappearance does not ordinal ily leacl to nest founding 
hy co~lony offspring. Colony success in terms o l  colony ml~ltiplication rests 
primarily on thc number ol lemales which are able to found nests alter 
overwin~ering. 
Exclusive worker ploduction enrly in the season might contribute to this 
sutccss by using first-emerged progeny-thaw which would be ielatively 
agecl the next spring-to rapidly increase the workerllarva ratio (nutri- 
tiolnal condition) ol the later-emerging brood; and exclusive non-worker 
pro(1uction late in the season wol~lcl mean that fewer progeny reduce their 
ovetwintering and nest-founding capacity by attrntling broocl originating 
tolo late to mature belore the onset o l  winter. 
Chstc-correlatctl (seasonal) si/e variation may thus be at least in part a 
coescqucnce ol the seasonal separation of woikei and non-worker female 
protluction. 
Castc-correlatetl sensorial variation in botll s i x  and bchavior are part of 
thc castc-deteimination process in Poli\les fzrscaf~ls in that both probably 
aKect tlic likelihood ol a given lcmnle becoming a queen. A similar correla- 
tion ol' caste, \i/c ant1 behavior appears to exist among bumblebees and 
vespir~e wasptalso 111 i m a ~  ily tempcl ate-~olne soci,il insects in whit h colonies 
are lounded by overwinteiecl females. Most studies o l  "castc determination" 
in tl~c!sc insects (Frcc, 1955; Cumber, 1949; Spradbery, 1965) are coacelned 
cxclusivcly with cau1se5 oT v,uiation in adult s i~e ,  and not surprisingly con- 
dude  that "castc" (si~e) is determined by the amount of Good given larvae. 
Such s~udies ovcrlook thc p1oblem o l  the determination o l  the behavioral 
tlimoiphism noted in these insecls, which, as in Polictes fz~scalrrs, may be 
at Ica5~ as important in caste detelminntion as diffcrcnces in s ix .  
CONCLUSION 
-l'he rn~llol cliltclcntes noted between P. /~~c.catz~r  and P. canadensis- 
clillcrrnce~ in mode ol c-jucen detcrminatioi~, behavior toward males, and 
desree to which worker and non-worker production is separate in time- 
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appear to be climate-ielatecl. Since compai 'ltive nest st1 ucture indicates that 
P. c n n a d e n s ~ ~  is probably more similar to the common ancestoi of Poli~tes  
species than is P. fzrscat~~s and that the genus Polistes is tropical in origin 
(see p. 94), i t  is more likely that the l>iological characteristics of P. fziscntzis 
were derived from cllaracteristics resembling those of P. canadenrzs than that 
the reverse is true. 
NEST CONSTRUCTION AND EVOLUTION 
COMPOSITION OF TI-IE NEST MATERIAL 
Polistes wasps make their nests lrom a variety of clry woody substances 
masticated by the mouth with fluid. I have seen them r a p i n g  fibers iron1 
fence ~ > o ~ t s ,  unpainted boards, clry weed and grass stems, and an old wicker 
chair. Rau and Rau (1918) repoi-t the use of paper bags and Duncan (1928) 
saw P. nnrzfer (=P. f~rscntlrs var. nurifer Saussure) gathering hairs from the 
pubescent leaflets ol a plant ( L I I ~ L ~ I I S  albifrons). I have never seen wasps 
reuse the paper of old Polistor nests in making additions to new nests. How- 
ever, one tunadenszs queen used material from the battered remains of a nest 
of an unidentified wasp (prob;ibly a polybiine) to which her nest was at- 
tached. 
The  fluid used in paper-making colntains water appare~ltly regurgitated 
lrom the gut. Pulp and watel loraging are associated activities: in the se- 
quencc of loads broudlt to the nest by a given forager pulp is more often 
lolllowed by water, and water by pulp, than either is by solid food (Table 
14). One P. fuscatus worker consistently stopped a t  a dripping faucet to im- 
bibe water before each of her f~equent  pulp-collecting trips. Table 14 
TABLE 14 
Cohr~osr~roN o r  SUCCLSSIV~ FORAGLD LOADS. (Based on 155 pairs of sequential load\ 
blought to P. f ~ ~ s c n t ~ i s  ne t B38 by 29 workers.) 




Followccl by (frequency in 
% of total observations): 
l~u lp  food water 
,11so shows the tendency for workers to persist in a given lmaging activity: 
a given 10x1 is usually of tllc same kind as that preceding it. 
In addition LO vegetable libels ant1 watei, the nest material ("carton") all- 
palcntly contains a secretion of the building wasp: microscopic examina- 
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tion 01 the carton made by several Polistes species (fti~catus, canadensis, 
a~znzrlarzs, flauzls, cxclarna~zs, major) reveals that all contain specks of trans- 
parent material which gleam in blight light. There is also a hard glossy 
coating on the top ol the nest, most cons~>icuous near the pedicel. Females 
"lick" the nest top surlace a great deal, ancl probably apply a fluid as they 
do so. T h e  substance incorporated in the carton may be the same x that ap- 
plied to the nest top; the difference in appearance is perhaps due to a differ- 
elnce in amount present. Heselhaus (1922) considered the mandibular glands 
01 Polzstes to be "glands 01 construction". They may be the source of the - 
fluid used in construction. 
Evidently similar secretions are produced by some bees (Nielsen, 193G), 
ancl are wiclespread among paper-making wasps. Kau noticed shiny inclu- 
sions in a nest ol the tropical polybiine wasp Motapolybia pedzculata Saus- 
sure (corrected to M. czngzilata (Fabricius) by Richards and Richards, 195 1). 
The  ncst envelope contained wood pulp mixed with "small, transparent 
~pecks, from one to three millimeters in diameter, which seem to be tiny 
windows ol mica" (Rau, 1933, p. 52). 1 have seen the nesL collected 
by Rau in Panama, ancl lound one like it in Colombia (locality U). Com- 
paxison 01 these "windows" with the shiny specks ol Polzster carton shows 
them to be 01 similar thin, brittle transparent material. Ricllards and 
Kicllalds, 1951) describe the carton of Mzschocyttarus species (Vespidae: 
Polybiinae) as being "joinecl with a great deal of salivary secretion, some- 
t i m e ~ ~  leaving transparent 'windows' or even holes in the walls" (p. 1 I) .  
BUILDING BEHAVIOR 
When gathering pulp, a wasp walks slowly backward, loosening a strip 
of pulp with its mandibles, olten making a tick-tick sound which can be 
heard several feet away. From time to time she uses her mouth and forelegs 
to gather the loosened pulp into a ball wllich rests on the substrate beneath 
her. The  females I have observed moved in a straight line and removed an 
unbroken strip of fiber which was always continuous with the growing ball. 
The  forelegs bracket the ball and keep it  from sliding sideways. I have 
looked closely several times to see whether fluid is applied either to the 
surlace being worked or to the fiber as i t  is loosened and compressed into 
a ball, and have seen none. However, Rau (unpubl. ms.) saw a female spit 
a drop of fluid onho a surlace from which she was gathering pulp. After 
two or three minutes spent removing fiber, the female abruptly flies away 
with the ball of fiber in her mandibles. 
At the nest the fiber-laden female inspccts cells and nest surface in a 
characteristic manner, moving quickly about, poking her head briefly 
into some cells ancl antennating the nest surlace. Somctinles drliing this in- 
spection she moves her head along a cell perimeter as if hastily apply~ng 
pulp but without doing so. Finally she applies the pulp to the perimeter or 
a cell, usually at a place wherc the wall is slightly lower than those adjacent 
to it. As a result the faces 01 the nests built by cn~zaclensis and f u s r n t ~ r s  re- 
main quite planar throughout the nest cycle. 
Several minutes are requiied for a wasp to use u p  one 10x1 of buildlng 
material in  co~nstruction. 1)uring this time the mandibles "cliew" over ant1 
over the lxtrt being worked. I first assumed that the wasp was applying 
masticated pulp a little at a time, builcling the I-idge (on a pedicel oi cell 
wall) a bit higher w i h  each pass over it. FIowever, these is 110 visible ball of 
unapplied pulp during most of the building process, and the new ridge 
is initially thick and lumpy. Thcrefore I have concluded that the entire load 
is usually deposited on the first pass along tile new ridge, and during suc- 
cessive passes the mandibles tarup i t  into an increasingly thin ant1 unilorm 
wall. There i5 little or no prior chewing o l  the pulp, either at the gathering 
site or upon arrival at the nest. Evidently the pulp is simu1t;ineously masti- 
cated and shaped after being placed on the nest. 
T h e  mouth of the first cell ol a nest is round (March;~l, 1896, and other 
'~u tho~s) .  Alter the addition ol more cells, pulp is applied in straight lines 
to walls between cell5, ant1 in arcs to walls on the nest edge. The  mouth o l  
the fil st cell becomes hexagonal when it is surrounded on all sides by othei 
cells; pulp is then aclded to its entire cilcumlerence in straight lines. The  
first bit of pulp for a new cell is placed in  he groove between adjacent cells, 
and applied in a sllort linc in both clirections from that point. Successive 
loads of pnlp expand the line to a ridge, then to a shell ~vllich eventually 
cups clownward and is lengtl~enecl into a tube wid1 sides nearly pal-allel to 
those of adjacent cells. 
T h e  'tntennae are in con~inunl ancl rapid movement against the sides of 
adjacent cells during pulp application. Daichen (1964) also noticed this in 
TJesf?a o7icntalzs Linn;~el~s: "Les antennes semblent jouer un grand rcile dans 
la construction puisqu'elles sont sans cesse en mou\ement de hant en bar 
de chaque cOtk des cellules" (p. 148) 
Frame-by-frame analysis ot nlotion pic t ~ c s  of builtling movemeiits in- 
dicates that when a worker applies pulp to a ~vall  sha~et l  by two cells the 
ends of the antennae move along the opposite walls, one in each of both 
adjacent cells, sweeping from in front of the wasp backw'ard, then return- 
ing in a short stroke through the cell center (Figule 21). Sometimes one 
antenna is   no re actile than the otliei, but usually both move at the 
snme rate (about 6 antenna1 sweeps per second in P. fzlscntzu). 
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When the builder's mouthparts reach the intersection ol two walls, one 
antenna moves over into an adjacent cell (Figurc 21U),  and the wasp 
tulns and moves along the next wall (Figure 21C) with no break in the 
pulp strip at the corner. Sometimes, e.g., if the following wall is already 
higher than the one adjoining it, thc wasp moves to a non-adjoining wall. 
During construction at the edge ol the nest the antenna inside a cell 
to~ltinues to lnovc as described while the o~hel- whips about in the air 
(Figure 21D), and the wasp usually builds an aic, making Llle outer sides ol 
peripheral cells circular in outline. When the adjacent "guide tell" is a 
1 + ~ .  21. Antcnllal ~llovements in P. fuscatus durlng pulp appllca~ion. a-Tips of arltcnnac 
move along sidcs of adjacent cells, beginning in front of femalc, then returning througll 
ccll ccnter as shown by arlows. 6-At a colner, one antcnna moves into another cell, and 
pulp application continllcs witliout a break. c-Pulp application, cont in~~ed.  (1-At the 
outer edgc of a pcriphcral cell, antenna inside cell cont in~~es  to movc as in a. Antcnna out 
side ccll movcs about in the air. 
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well-defined hexagon, even the outer sides of peripheral cells are sometimes 
straight. 
Thuis it appeas  that in Polrsle~ building of cell walls could be guided as 
lollows: Input to one antenna liom n contacted suriace directs application 
01 pulp at a constant distance from the surface. If that surface is cylinclrical 
an arc resul~s; il i t  is planar a ~ i d g e  is built parallel to it. Input from both 
'Intennae producecs a straight wall rnidway between the guiding surf,rces. 
I n  P. [~~sratz ls  and P. canatlcnsz~ erythrc~cephalzls, the older the cell the 
Ini-ger the diameter ol its opening. As a r e s ~ ~ l t ,  new (peripheral) cells are 
smaller than older (more central) cells on the same nest, and, as l<Canmu~- 
(1740) noted in nests of Vespa species, mature cells are truncated pyramids 
rather than regular privins as they would be if the diameter were kepit con- 
stant throughout enlargement. Gradual divergence of cell sides indicates 
that ns the cells are extcncled the antennac are used to determine polsition 
lelative to pre-existing sllrlaces, rather than fol measuring absolute dis- 
t'lnces. 
Furtller observation is needed to determine what sets the dimensionc of 
the original cell at its base. If tlie antennae are thc sole building guides, an 
obvious suspicion is that cell diameter is equal to antenna1 length or some 
constant proportion thereof. Table 15 contains antenna1 lengths of a 
lo~lndress lemale and the aver'lge diameter of four centlal cells of her nest 
lox- eight Polistcs species. All of these values are for single loundress colonies 
before pupation had occurred; therefore all of the cells wcre cons~ ru~ ted  by
the female whose antennae were measured, and all o l  the nests wcre approx- 
imalely the same age (4-6 weeks). I n  gene~al,  the longel the antennae, the 
larger the cells; but cell diameter does not equal antenna length. This shows 
TABLE 15 
CLLL S u r  AND ANILNNA L ~ N G ~ I I  IN EIGHT SI'TCIES OF Polistes~ 
Polistes Arlteniia Cell diarnetcr (mm) 
- - -- . 
sl~ccics Icngtlr (ruin) iriean range 
exclarnans 5.5 4.2 4.0-4.3 
fuseatti c 6.2 6.1 5.9-6.5 
rnetriczls 7.2 6.2 G.1-6.3 
afiacht~s 7.3 6 5 6.4-6.7 
canadensis 7 5 G.6 6.0-6.9 
aavus 7.6 6 5 6.2-7.0 
annula? is 7.8 6.7 6.1-7.0 
r~rhigirlostrs 8.0 7.3 7.2-7.5 
- - - - - - --- -- -- - - . -- p-p 
1 Based on tile antenna length for a foundrcss fcinalc and on the avcragc tliamcter of 
four central cells of her prc cmcrgence nest. 
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that the antennae could be used to determine cell diameter. However, Rau 
(1946) pointed out a relatioaship between cell s i ~ e  and body size among 
five species, so any part of the body whose length corielates with body size 
is a potential determinant of cell diameter. T h e  behavioral observations 
lend support to the suggestion [hat antenna1 length is the important 
factor. 
The  means of achieving a hexagonal cell form by honeybees evidently 
difle~s lrom that ol wasps. A bee's cell begins as an irregular thick-walled 
cup d wax. While adjacent cells are worked simultaneously as in wasps, the 
worker bee does not straddle the common wall, but planes the wax with her 
mandibles lrom within a cell, tapping with both antennae on the surface of 
the wall being worked. Martin and Lindauer (1966) report that the tips of 
the antennae of honeybees have sense organs which check the thickness and 
smoothness of the cell wall, and that the antennae are superfluous for 
building cells of normal diameter and angle with respect to gravily. The  
means by which bees determine the regular diameter of comb cells is still 
unknown (Martin and Lindauer, 1966). 
EVO1,UTION OF POLISTINE NEST FORMS 
All Polistes nesls consist of a paper comb attached by one or more stem- 
like pedicels to a supporting surface, and lack a nost envelope (Figs. 
22 alnd 23). 
The  pedicel between cells and attachment surlace might have been select- 
ed for in a progressively provisioning wasp which left larva-containing cells 
open for long periods of time. A pedicel (us. extensive contact with the sub- 
strate) would lessen the probability of a wandering predator discovering the 
exposed brood. This might be particularly important in the tropics, where 
there is a notable abundance of ants. I saw a drama~ic demonstration of 
pedicel function in this context when canadensis colony V2 was invaded 
by ants on 6 March 1965. T h e  nest hung from a shelf of rock at the cave-like 
mouth of an abandoned coal mine. Ants regularly traversed this "ceiling" 
of the mine entrance, and sometimes cra~vled onto the pedicel of nest VI 
and o~hers  near the sides of the cave. T h e  wasps reacted to approadling ants 
as describecl in a preceding section-by attacking them at the base of the nest 
pedicel. Several ants persibtently approached but left the site aCter several 
minutes of repeated attacks by the wasps. When I observed the nest three 
days later it had been taken over by hundreds of ants which still streamed 
back and forth over  he bridge-like peclicel, until the last particles of brood 
and stored sugar were gone from the cells. However there is no  doubt that 
the pedicel guards retarded the invasion, and might have been able to halt 
one invol\,ing small numl~ers of ants. 7'Ile efficacy of tlii\ m c ~ l e  of tlcfcnsc ir  
ol~viousl\~ cnlianccd l ~ y  tlie [act that the in\,adel.s Iia\,c only one narrolc 
access to the negt 11in the single pediccl. 
T o  ni!, knowletlgc ;ill lxinial-ily trol,ical Po1istc.v 1111iltl ne$t+ liaving only 
one thin pedicel. Ncrtc Iln\.i~ig n l~~ l t i p l e  petliccl\ or pulp-tliickcnctl main 
1)etliccls are 11uil t 1 , ~ -  \pee ic\ ( c . ~ . .  P. g(rl1;clr.v. P. f r r . v t n  t lrs, 1'. /7tr7vrs) fount1 
primarily in tlie rel;lti\.ely ant-free tern1,erate 7onc. )lost ti-ol)it;~l social 
I V : I S ~ \  r v l i i (  11 ;Ire not pctlit el hl1ilt1e1-s sllrr-onnd tlie co~iil, wit 11 an envelope 
li;l\.ing a single small entl-ance hole (see Ricliardr ant1 I<icli;lrd~, 1951, Figs. 
1-10), another metliotl of restricting acceqs to the I~rootl. Richards and; 
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Kicliartls (1951) tliscuss other ways in which the tropical abundance of ants 
may have affected tlie evolution of social wasps. 
T h e  paper-making habit may have evolved in association wit11 the place- 
ment of a pedicel between cells ancl substrate: light paper cells would permit 
use of a thin pedicel. An association of light building material and thin 
:rttachnlent to a supporting surf;lce is found in the nests of some solitary 
and suh-social Strnogcrstcr species, which consist of one cell constructed of 
particles oE tlecayecl wood attached to a hair-like pendant funQqls or fern 
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(Williams, 1919). Another species of the same genus which constructs 
cylinclers on the bark of trees (S. val-ipictus Rohwer) uses a greater propor- 
tioln of sandy mud in construction (Williams, 1919). 
T h e  striking regularity of the hexagonal cells of bees and wasp  has pro- 
voked discussion among philosophers, geometers and naturalists (inclucl- 
ing Pliny, Aristotle, Kepler, RCauinur, Buffon, and Darwin) lor centuries. 
The  history of thi~s discussion is a classic illustration of the absu~dity to 
which highly refined armchair reasoning can lead in the absence of simple 
observation. Much ol it is summarized and epitomized by Thompson (1943). 
The  above observations of building behavior and a comparative considera- 
tion of cells built by various solitary and social wasps suggest the following 
possible evolutionary history of the hexagonal cell in wasps' nesbs. 
Numerous solitary wasps (e.g., Tjypoxylon and Sceliphron species) build 
cylindrical mud cells of uniform diameter; and the above observations in- 
dicate that arc construction is the fundamental behavior pattern of a build- 
ing Polistes female. Therefore it is perhaps justifiable to presume that the 
solitary ancestors of Polistes built cylinders, and that the hexagonal cell 
form was derived from the cylindrical form. This is not a new idea: Marchal 
(1896) considered the cylindrical cell to be the "mother of the hexagonal 
ccll". DeSaussure had earlier called the hypothetical cylindrical ancestor the 
"cellzlle primitive", noting that in Polistes marginal cells remain simple 
arcs on their free (outer) sides, thus being reminiscent of the primordial 
form (Marchal, 1896, p. 15). 
T h e  practice of placing one cylinder upon another in a string ratllei 
than making a separate pedicel for each cell ("economy" of pedicel con- 
struction) would produce a nest like that of Polistes goeldii Ducke (Fig. 22). 
A colony ol that species was collected in the rain forest near Buenaventura, 
Colombia (locality T ) .  The  nest had been enlarged by cell addition to the 
terminal edge of the end cell. If the end cell was added to the right of the 
cell above it, the new cell was added to the left. As the cells were lengthened, 
they eventually came to overlap pre-existing cells. Then the P. goeldzi female 
no longer constructed a full cylinder but used the outer surface of the older 
cell or cells as part ol the newer one. Thus there is an economy of materials; 
but shared cell sides are not planar, since the building female can contact 
only one cell when a given poi-tion of a wall is constructed. 
I think it likely that the nests of P. goeldii represent a comparatively 
~~r imi t ive  polistine nest form, having a small number of primarily cylind- 
rical cells and a chin pedicel. Among polistine nest types (see below) 
they are most easily derived, as hypothesi7ecl above, from the cylindrical 
tell form common among solitary vespids. P. goeldii-like nests are found 
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in various other social wasp genera, including Ropalidia (Vecht, 1962), 
Mischocyttar~rs (Zikin, 195l), and Parapolybia (Vecht, 1966). These nests 
are remarkably similar to those of subsocial vespicls of the genus Stenogaster 
pictured by WilliLams (1919), further indicating that this is a primitive form. 
The  planar cell sides found in the nests of most social wasps llequire not 
only shared sides (as suggested by Thompson, 1943) but also simultaneous 
lengthening of adjacent cells. Mud-daubing wasps, e.g., Trypoxylon rugi- 
frons Cameron and Sceli$hron caeinentariunz (Drury), which build clusters 
of cylindrical cells, usually (perhaps always) arrange the cells in staggered 
rows with the cells of one row lying in the grooves between the cells of an 
older row (the "Kreiszylinder in hexagonaler Anordnung" of Huber, 1965). 
Yet their cells never share sides 01- appear hexagonal as do the similarly 
arranged cells of most paper wasps because the mud wasps generally con- 
struct one cell at a time, each cell being completed before another is begun 
(Rau, 1933; Shafer, 1949). 
Addition of pulp at the groove between older cells rather than olnly to 
the terminal edge of the newest m e  woulcl produce a comb of hexagonal 
celll~s like that of P. canadensis (Figure 23). This practice might be favored 
by natural selection since it would result in maximum side-sharing, hence 
maximum economy of pulp (Thompsojn, 1943). 
Thus the hexagonal shape of the wasps' cell is apparently derived from the 
cylindrical form found in many solitary wasps, and requires a cell surround- 
ed an all side~s by others, addition of new cells at  the groove between pre- 
existing ones, and simultaneous lengthening of adjacent cells. 
T h e  honizontal nest form of many Polistes species (e.g. P. fuscatus) may 
have evolved with northward range extension and the habit of nesting in 
cavities. Nesting in cavities is commonly associated with life in the temperate 
lone among vespid wasps: the nortllernmost American Polistes species, P. 
fzlscalzrs, often nests in cavities and near the ground; the northern European 
wasp P. gallic~is nests mainly in low enclosures (Parcli, 1948a); in the north- 
ernmost part of its range (Ari~ona) P. canadensis (var. navajoe) nests ex- 
clusively in cavities having very small openings; and the most northern of 
all social wasps, the ground nesting Vespinae (Vespula spp.) excavate a 
nest cavity in the soil. Perhaps as species ranges extended northward wasps 
on nests in enclosuies (which resemble the hibernacula of P. fuscatt~s and 
other temperate species) were able to survive the winter, whereas those 
nesting in the open, as caizade17sis does in the tropics, succumbed or had 
their activity so curtailed by extreme or fluctuating temperatures that they 
were at  a clisacivantage. The  horizontal nests of P. fuscatz~s and P. gallicus 
would permit use of cavities too shallow to accommodate a vertical structure. 
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' l hc  ccnter ol gr'lvity ol ,I vci t~ca l  or oblique nest is always apploximately 
clirectly beneath the pedicel. However a hori/ontal comb often glows 
,~rymmetrically bcc,~l~re one or more sides are near an obstruction, displacing 
the cciltei of gr'tvlty ao tllat it is no longel cliiectly beneath the pedicel, 
which must therefore be stronger to prevent the nest froin tipping. This 
inigllt have favoled the evolution of thickened anti auxiliaiy pediccls of 
hosi/on~al ilesLs (which canform to the contouis ol the attachment suiface 
and ,u e theieloi e sornetimes vex y ii-i egularly shaped). 
Zik6n (1951) airangecl nests or Mischocytla~z~s species in a liyl>othetical 
cvolutiona~y selies ~csembllng that just outlined for Polisles, froin the 
cylindl-ical nests of IM. insolitzts Zlk,in to the hori7ontal nests of M. lnbialzl.~ 
(Fabricius). He  also noted an associ,~tion l~ctween multiple pedicel con- 
stluctlon antl ne\ting in caviries in A4 cryf~~itzrs 7 i k h  antl A.I. clyptobzz~~ 
Zikin 
Wheelel (1922) antl snbseqr~cnt arttlloi s (c g., Rau, 1933; Richards antl 
Richaids, 1951) tonsidel the Polis~inae tiopical in origin because "the gle'lt 
majority of these insect5 ale tiol)ical" (Wheelel, 1922, 1). 88). T h e  likelihood 
of a tiopicnl o~ ig in  fol Polzstcr is linther evidenced by the f'ict that the 
vast n~ajoi  ity oS pi eserlt-clay sot i'll ~vasp genera are exclusi~~ely ti opical 
(Richards nnd Richards, 195 1). 
Consiclelation ol nest st~uctitle alco sugge5ls a tropicnl origin of pol isle^. 
All of the species mentioned above as having a primitivc nest foi-nl live in 
the tropics. Fu i t l~e imo~e ,  the cllai,~cteiistic tropical Polislcs nest folm IC- 
sembles that of P. goelclzi in having a single, thin eccentiic pedicel ancl 
more or less ver~i tal  comb (see decciiptions of Eel toni, 1912); and clivelgente 
from that Ionn (thick centinl l>eclitel and hori7ontal comb) seems to bc 
associated with life in the tcinpeiate 7one, as shown above. 
SUMMARY 
This  report desclibes the natural histoiy and social behavior of Polister 
wasps, primarily b y  cornpal ing a tempel ate 7one species, Polisles fzi  rcn tzls 
(observed in southe;~stein Michigan) with a tropical species, P. ca~zadrnsis 
(obsei-vecl in Colombia, South Aineric;~). T h e  lunctions and interactions ol 
markecl wasps were lollowetl tlnougliout theii lives; ant1 undisturbed colo- 
nies were observccl at their natural sites for long pcriods of time in oi-tler to 
determine the scquence of ch'tnges in colony coinposition and behavior. 
Colonies of both species ale usl~ally initiated by a single Icmale, which is 
usually joined by otllers prior to emergence oS adult offspring. Founilress 
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associations contain siblings which return to the parental nest site evidently 
using orientation cues learned the previous year. 
Dominance-subordinance behavior like that clesclibed by Pardi (1948) 
is especially conspicllous on newly founded nests. Dominant females perlorm 
an abdomen-wagging motioln which may be involvecl in queen recognition. 
The  posture of an individual wasp with respect to others indicate15 its domi- 
nance rank, and may (along with thc manner of approach to the nest) be 
invoilvecl in nestmate recognitio~n. Joining a foundress gl-oup or a cluster 
away lrom a nest requires that the joiner be unequal in dominance to 
lemales already in the group. Dominance interactions amolng loundresses 
may act as a "measuring s t ick  of their relative reprocluctive capacity and 
thus ll~nction to assign reproclu~tivc roles to siblings in a way advantageous 
to both dominants and subordinates. Possible reasons for the relatively largc 
louncliess groups ol tropical Poll.\tes and the predominance ol solitary 
nest-lounding in the Vespinae are discussed. 
Thc  queen is the pl ima~y initiator ol new tells, a lunction which, like 
tlominance, is ,~ssaciated ~ ~ i l h  t evelopcd ovaries. In P. fzlscntz~s and other 
temperace /one species queen dete~mination involves differential egg-eating, 
whereas in P. c a ~ z n d e ~ ~ s z ~  high-ranking subordinates ,ile attacked until they 
leave the nest or become inactive non-ovipositing residents. Queen control 
by cliffel cn tial egg-eating permi ts queen-like behaviol (ovipoqi tion and cell 
initiation) by suborcl~nates, thus a~celerating nest gl owih in ~olonics having 
a short nesting season. Dominance conflict in I'. cnnndencls, on the other 
hand, sometimes leacls to plolonged arrest of nest glowtl~, but promotes 
nest lountling by suborclina~e.; wit11 developecl ovmies by enhancing the 
probability that they will leave ancl start nests on their own. An oophagic 
lemale may avoid eating her own eggs by eating only newly laid eggs, ancl 
by doing so only when she has not l~elselt recently ovil>osited. 
In  P. fz~scalzrs workers ancl non-workers ernerged in two temporally dis- 
crete groups: early-emerging offspring of a given colony were usually worker 
lemales. Behavioral cliffcrences between workers ancl non-workers are prob- 
ably not due to the observed quantitntivc seamnal change in larval nutri- 
tion, which, howevcr, may account for an observed seasonal increase in the 
s i x  ol emerging lemales. Thus caste-co~ related bel~avioral ancl moil>hologi- 
cal variations appear to be inclependently cletermincd. Markecl non-workers 
overwintered and became colony foundresses. 
T h e  mean total developmental time (egg to adult) was shorter in P. 
canadensis than in P. fz~scatz~s. Developmental rate is affected by tempera- 
ture ancl larval nutrition; and the length of the pupal pcriod is inversely 
~elatecl to the length of the larval period lor a given individual. The  
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quantity ol food given larvae increases as the season progresses, and may 
bc affected by  he position of the larval cell on the nest. In P. fuscatus (but 
not in P. canadensis) the proportion of males produced correlated with ovi- 
position rate as predicted by Flanders (1942), and the emergence of males 
coincided with that of non-worker females, suggesting that aspects of 
Flanders' (1946) hypothesis of caste determination in social insects bear 
reconsideration. 
The reproductive longevity of the queen determines the length of the 
colony cycle in both P. fzlscatus and P. canadensis. Waning cololnies are 
characterized by mobbing of returned foragers, occasional cannibalization 
of the brood, and drop-making behavior (probably a means of concentrating 
ciissolved sugars by evaporation). 
In  P. fusra/us males differ strikingly in appearance from females and 
are chased from the nest; mating takes place in a- near hiberation sites. In 
P. canadensis there is little sexual dimorphism and males are not attacked 
on the nest; mating takes place on or near newly founded nests. In bolth 
species mating occurs at sites frequented by females likely to become queens. 
Vibrations and grasping by the male antennae during mating resemble 
movements observed in other Hymenoptera. 
Alarm signals in Polistes involve aggressive darting movements producing 
vibrations of the nest. Intense alarm behavior occurs upon discovery of 
brood parasites such as the ichneumonid Pachysomoicles, whose biology 
and behavior as a parasite of Polistes pupae are described. 
The antennae guide the construction of hexagonal cells, which probably 
evolved from cylindical cells like those of some solitary wasps. The evolu- 
tion of single and multiple pedicels, paper cells, and vertical and horizontal 
combs in Polistes nests is discussed. Comparative study of nest [oms 
suggest that the genus Polistes is tropical in origin. 
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